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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to Local & Weird, a tabletop roleplaying game set in your hometown!
Well… I say “your hometown,” but that’s only partially accurate. Imagine the municipality in
which you live as it exists today, except that it’s overrun with creatures, tropes, situations and
character types pulled straight from your favourite genre fiction, comics and videogames. That is
where L&W takes place. Monsters, aliens, robots and ghosts (just for example) roam the land, and so
do adventurers, those curious, stalwart and skilful practitioners of the martial and mystical arts,
hellbent on unearthing mysteries and pursuing quests. See, in this version of your hometown, the
geeks don’t just play videogames online or LARP in a park. No, they actually go out wielding real
weapons and literal magic spells, genuinely putting their lives in danger for the sake of adventure.
And when they do, everyone else just sort of rolls their eyes and snickers, even as their
neighbourhood is conquered and razed by marauding armies of elves, or as a rampaging kaiju
tramples their place of business, or as their family pet is revealed to be a telepathic mutant from one
of many possible futures. These poor normies just sort of throw up their hands and exclaim: “Ugh,
nerds!” And then they try to get on with their day, mildly embarrassed by the weirdness of it all, all too
eager to forget about it. You can save their lives from certain apocalyptic doom, but they’ll most likely
just feel vaguely sorry for you, if they even think about you at all. Oh well.
Local & Weird is fairly traditional as tabletop roleplaying games go. The players each create
and control their own individual characters in an unfolding interactive adventure story that is crafted
and steered by a game master, referred to here as: the Mayor. Both players and the Mayor use the
rules detailed here and various dice (d4, d6, d8, d10, d12 and d20) to form a common understanding
of how the world works, and to keep the gameplay fair and consistent.
The gameplay in L&W can be broadly lumped into two categories: in combat, and out of
combat. In combat, players use their characters’ weapons, Spells and Special
Attacks to defeat their opponents. The combat in this game strives to be quick, dynamic and tactical,
providing flexibility and variety without overburdening the players with too many rules to memorize or
look up. Just keep an eye on your Character Sheet, pay close attention to your enemies and your
environment, and look for opportunities to gain the upper hand. Out of combat, players will be
presented with situations that they have to navigate by roleplaying creatively, and by making use of
their characters’ Skills, Backgrounds and Personalities. However, the boundary between these two
categories is pretty permeable; sometimes something in combat will call for the use a particular Skill,
and — likewise — sometimes something outside of combat will call for the use of magic or violence.
The important thing is to remember that every situation is crafted as a kind of puzzle with numerous
possible solutions, many of which probably won’t even occur to their designer until you bring them up.
The next section of this rulebook introduces you to character creation and progression stepby-step, gradually introducing you to the game’s overall mechanics in the process. However, if you’d
rather start by gaining a more detailed understanding of the game’s basic combat mechanics, skip
to Page 23 before doubling back. If you’d rather start by gaining a more detailed understanding of the
game world, skip to Page 31. And if you want to start by getting a taste of the game’s overall flavour
and its many possibilities, just flip through the descriptions of Special Attacks, Spells and Neat
Tricks at random, from Page 41 onward, and start daydreaming about what kind of character you’d
like to play before you get into the nitty-gritty.
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CHARACTERIZATION
AESTHETICS
You can choose to have your character look like any fantasy or science fiction race or species,
provided they’re humanoid, breathe air and bleed (so: no undead, and no robots, though you’ll likely
encounter some of those on your adventures). You can also invent new races or species as you see
fit, though within the same limitations. However, the impact of a character’s species or race is always
purely cosmetic in L&W, as mechanically meaningless as their sex, gender or sexual orientation,
which is to say: as mechanically meaningless as those things are in real life. So yes, your character
can be a martian or an orc or an anthropomorphic corgi, but it won’t give you any bonuses or
penalties. Also, your character can’t be shorter than 2 feet or taller than 8 feet, but their size within
that range is up to you and — again — mechanically meaningless. It’s up to you to use the existing
character creation mechanics to follow through on your character concept as best you can. You’re
also under no obligation to be strictly logical in doing so — a big character doesn’t have to be strong,
for example.
A central part of building a character in Local & Weird is to figure out their fighting style, which
is determined by their specialization in two or more Schools of Fighting. These Schools include four
kinds of physical combat (with and without weapons, up close and at range), five kinds of elemental
magic, and three more kinds of magic of an even more arcane nature.
Now, a character’s fighting style can often reveal a great deal about who they are, but it
doesn’t have to, at least not in a strict or stereotypical fashion, unless you really want it to. For
example, any character who has at least a single rank in a single School of Magical Combat is a
technically a spellcaster, but that doesn’t mean they have to look or behave like a generic witch,
wizard, warlock or sorcerer. If you want your character sporting flowing robes, a footlong beard and
and/or pointy hat, speaking exclusively in raspy pseudo-shakespearian and casting spells in
butchered Latin, that’s absolutely fine. However, endless other possibilities exist. Maybe your
character is more of a superhero or a mythological being, harnessing the power of the elements by
their very nature. Or maybe your character believes their magical abilities come from a higher power,
seeing themselves as its faithful servant or earthly conduit. Or maybe your character just likes to fight
and happens to have a mysterious knack for the mystical, which they’ve never purposefully
developed or thought much about. The choice is up to you. Likewise, just because your character
fights with a sword and a shield doesn’t mean they’re necessarily some kind of throwback to medieval
knights. Or: just because your character wields healing magic doesn’t mean that they’re necessarily
kind or generous. Use your character’s fighting style to inspire their characterization, but don’t let it
box you in.
Similarly, you can get creative about your character’s choice of weapons. If you want your
character to use a bass guitar or a crowbar or a sharpened dinosaur bone as a melee weapon, that’s
fine. If you want them to use a sawed-off stop sign as a shield and a bag of ball bearings as
projectiles, that’s fine too. And you can get creative with the appearance of your character’s spells,
too: purple lightning, green fire, hot-pink acid, a sonic attack that always sounds like massive
cathedral bells, blood red smoke in which one can faintly see silently howling faces, etcetera. None of
it has any mechanical impact, but don’t let that stop you! Craft the aesthetic that best suits the kind of
character you want to play, and don’t be afraid to make it strange.
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BACKSTORY
Adventuring requires a fair bit of time and energy, and thus tends to be at odds with more
mundane matters such as having a career, owning a home, having children, or just generally being an
adult, whatever that means. And so, most adventurers tend to be free of that sort of serious
responsibility, though there are always exceptions, of course.
Adventuring also frequently involves a great deal of danger and combat, and so each
character should have something in their past that explains how and why they were drawn to such a
peculiar lifestyle. Have they always been unsettlingly reckless by nature, or is this something new
they’re discovering about themselves? Were they bullied in school or by older siblings? Did they grow
up somewhere dangerous, and/or in a family of adventurers? Have they been studying martial and/or
mystical arts at school? Do they just get way too bored way too easily? Think about it, and work it into
their characterization.
Finally, it’s worth considering how your character knows the other player characters in your
campaign. They could all meet as strangers at the beginning of the first game if that’s what you’d all
prefer, but it can be nice to have some established connections between the characters in their
respective backstories, if only to facilitate early interactions between player characters. These
connections don’t need to be deep or elaborate; they just need to provide a little bit of context and
tone for those first few conversations, before the party naturally finds its dynamic. Maybe your
character has had a longstanding crush on another player character despite only ever seeing them on
public transit and never learning their name. Maybe your character has been best friends and rivals
with another player character since the two of them went to summer camp together as kids. Maybe
your character and another player character are related but estranged. Maybe your character and
another player character used to work together until one of them got rather dramatically fired. Just
work with your Mayor and your fellow players to find relatively simple hooks of that sort between all of
the player characters if you can, and use it as an opportunity to flesh out your collective
understanding of the player characters. You can also work with your Mayor to establish a bit of gossip
about your character, some of it true, some of it false, before conveying it to the other players.

AN ABSENCE OF INTELLIGENCE & WISDOM
There are literally no rules or numbers whatsoever in Local & Weird that determine or limit your
character’s smarts or judgment. It’s entirely up to you how clever, how wise or how intellectually
formidable your character is. No matter their background, their fighting style or their skills, you decide
how smart they are, what kind of intelligence they have, how reckless or cautious they are, etcetera.
Figure it out as you create your character, make a note of it under “CHARACTERIZATION” on your
Character Sheet if you like, and try to stick to it as best you can as you roleplay, or let it evolve and
shift if that feels more appropriate and/or natural.
There are three reasons behind this particular choice. The first is for the sake of diversity and
flexibility: a player should be allowed to create and roleplay a smart brawler or a foolish spellcaster
without being hopelessly penalized in combat. Otherwise, that kind of artificial imposition can get a bit
stifling, at least in my experience, especially for those of us who enjoy getting inventive when it comes
to characterization, and who like to try out a lot of different kinds of characters over time.
The second reason is for the sake of being more honest with ourselves. The fact of the matter
is, most player characters end up making the decisions and choices that their players would make in
the same situation, or that their players can most clearly imagine them making, regardless of the
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numbers written on the character sheet. So, why bother pretending that a numerical statistic is
governing those choices?
The third reason is for the sake of better capturing how people’s minds actually work. There is
no mathematical way to determine the full range of a person’s intelligence or wisdom. Things like
grades and IQ tests can reveal some things about a person’s intellectual capabilities, but they leave
an awful lot out. Lots of seemingly very intelligent people are absolutely stupefied by fairly basic
intellectual tasks, and lots of people with seemingly terrible judgment in most respects end up having
remarkable insights from time to time. And then there’s neurodiversity, the impact of learning
disabilities and mental illnesses, and the wide range of different learning styles out there. Intelligence
and wisdom are far too complicated, variable and messy to be measured on a scale, even in the
context of a game system like this one.
And so, you can use your character’s Mystical and Practical Leanings to help you figure out
how clever they are, or look at their Skills and Background Talents to figure out what kinds of
intelligence and judgment they have, if you find that helpful when it comes to getting into character.
Just don’t let it get in the way of dreaming up your ideal character, and don’t let it get in the way of
you getting to know that character through actual gameplay and roleplaying.

CHARACTER BUILDING MECHANICS
FIGHTING STYLE & SCHOOLS OF COMBAT
A character’s fighting style is determined by their specialization in two or more Schools of Combat.
There are currently four Schools of Physical Combat, five Schools of Elemental Combat, and three
Schools of Arcane Combat in Local & Weird, each focusing on different types of Special Attacks and
Spells with different weapons, elements or techniques. They are as follows:
The Schools of Physical Combat:
• The Way of the Brand (melee weapon training)
• The Way of the Hand (unarmed combat training)
• The Way of the Dart (ranged weapon training)
• The Way of the Aegis (shield training)
The Schools of Elemental Combat:
• The Way of the Heat (fire and frost)
• The Way of the Thunder (sonic and shock)
• The Way of the Flow (oil and water)
• The Way of the Harsh (acid and smoke)
• The Way of the Grit (sand and glue)
The Schools of Arcane Combat:
• The Way of the Blood (healing and harming)
• The Way of the Boon (radiating empowerment)
• The Way of the Cosmos (space and time)
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1. CHARACTER CREATION, STEP ONE: when creating a new character, a player has 3
School Points they can assign to whichever Schools they want, raising the character’s
rank within those Schools up to a maximum of 2 (for now). Each character then
gradually acquires more School Points as they level up, with which they can raise their
rank in any Schools they want. This should be written down and tracked in the lefthand
column of the first page of your Character Sheet.
A character’s rank in a given School of Physical Combat determines how many Special Attacks they
can learn from that School. A character’s rank in a given School of Elemental or Arcane Combat
determines how many Spells they can create or select within that School.
It’s worth noting that a character without ranks in a particular School of Physical Combat is
penalized when attempting to use even a basic attack from that school (such as attempting to use a
ranged weapon without any ranks in The Way of the Dart, or attempting to grapple or punch an
opponent without any ranks in The Way of the Hand). Likewise, a character without ranks in a
particular School of magic cannot magically manipulate its elements in even the most basic way,
regardless of how high their Mystical Leaning might be. For example, you cannot magically light so
much as a match without ranks in The Way of the Heat.
Every level, characters gain Ability Points that are distributed according to their Leanings, as
discussed below. They can use the Ability Points claimed by their Physical Leaning to learn and
upgrade Special Attacks from their Schools of Physical Combat, and they can use the Ability Points
claimed by their Mystical Leaning to create (or learn) and upgrade Spells from their Schools of
Magical Combat.

THE SCHOOLS OF COMBAT: BRIEF OVERVIEWS
Students of the THE WAY OF THE BRAND are proficient in the use of melee weapons, such as
swords, shovels, spiked chains, chef’s knives, cartoonishly large mallets, etcetera. The Special
Attacks in this School focus primarily on damage and mobility, encouraging its adepts to move quickly
and frequently on the field of battle, closing the distance between themselves and their foes in order
to inflict as much hurt as efficiently as possible.
Students of THE WAY OF THE HAND are proficient in unarmed combat, able to use their arms, legs
and heads to strike their opponents, and able use advanced grappling techniques to overpower them.
The Special Attacks in this School focus primarily on controlling and dominating individual opponents,
even using them as weapons against their allies.
Students in THE WAY OF THE DART are proficient in the use of ranged weapons, such as bows,
crossbows, javelins, throwing axes, shuriken, blowguns, horseshoes or harpoons, but never firearms,
because guns make Baby Batman cry, goddamnit. The Special Attacks in this School focus primarily
on providing a variety of tactical options, especially when it comes to managing large numbers of
enemies from a distance.
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Students of THE WAY OF THE AEGIS are proficient in the use of shields, both to better protect
themselves and as weapons in their own right. These shields can take many forms in terms of
materials, size and appearance, but they’re worn on the forearm and hard enough to both take a
beating and dish one out. The Special Attacks in this School focus primarily on controlling the battle
from wherever it’s most dangerous.
Students of the THE WAY OF THE HEAT wield both fire and frost Spells. Though they are polar
opposites in a sense, these two aspects of The Heat are quite similar in terms of how they function:
they do energy damage by taking temperature to an extreme. As such, they can mostly be enhanced
in the same ways as one another. However, they affect other elements quite differently.
Students of THE WAY OF THE THUNDER wield both shock and sonic Spells, which makes this
School quite versatile in terms of how it deals damage, as its two elements can be upgraded in rather
different ways. A shock attack does energy damage, can pass through conductive surfaces, can ignite
flammable substances, and can be upgraded to chain between multiple targets, but it cannot be given
an area of effect. A sonic attack, however, does crushing damage through vibrations, can sweep
away other elements and their lingering effects, and can be upgraded to knock opponents back.
Students of THE WAY OF THE FLOW wield both oil and water Spells, which function primarily to
enhance other magical attacks rather than cause damage directly, though they can also be used in a
number of creative ways depending on circumstances, such as putting out a fire or getting it to
spread. The fact that water is conductive and that oil is both slippery and flammable offers various
interesting options to tactically-minded casters.
Students of THE WAY OF THE HARSH wield both acid and smoke Spells, which are drastically
different from one another. Whereas acid is damaging and directed at individual targets by default,
smoke erupts from surfaces to instantly fill an area, rising up in a column that billows on and on,
changing the dynamics of the battlefield by reducing visibility in specific areas.
Students of THE WAY OF THE GRIT wield sand and glue Spells, which are not damaging by
default, offering up a series of tactical options instead, which have wildly different applications
depending on the circumstances. Whereas sand can primarily be used to either enhance or protect
against various sorts of damage, glue makes people sticky, requiring them to free themselves before
they can move again, and both can be upgraded to do damage in unconventional ways.
Students of THE WAY OF THE BLOOD wield Spells that tap directly into the life force of others in
order to drain their health or replenish it, healing or harming them in the process. However, when
one uses Blood Spells to steal someone’s health or remove damage that was done to them, one then
has to hold what was taken in one’s Aura as raw, volatile magical energy that must be redirected
elsewhere before it explodes and damages the caster. And so, Students of The Way of the Blood
must always be prepared to quickly redirect the life force they manipulate before it backfires.
Students of THE WAY OF THE BOON activate and sustain fields of magical energy that radiate
outwards from their Aura and boost the performance of nearby allies in a variety of beneficial ways.
These Boons are upgraded and customized by their casters to provide a specific mix of bonuses, and
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casters can switch between multiple Boons to best respond to each particular situation. Boons can
also be twisted into Banes, which are detrimental to enemies rather than beneficial to allies.
Students of THE WAY OF THE COSMOS wield Spells that manipulate the fabric of both space and
time in a Sphere of Cosmic Influence around them. Though none of the Spells in this School are
inherently aggressive, they nonetheless provide substantial tactical advantages and creative solutions
to the clever and imaginative, both in and out of combat.

PARTICULAR LEANINGS & CORE STATISTICS
Once you’ve chosen your character’s fighting style, aesthetic and overall characterization, it’s time to
determine how they work mechanically, both in and out of combat. Most of your character’s strengths
and weaknesses are defined at their core by two things: their Statistics and their Leanings. Your
character’s Leanings determine whether your character is more Physical, Mystical or Practical by
nature, whereas your character’s Statistics determine their Might, Precision and Defence. A
character’s Statistics and Leanings improve gradually over time as they level up.
2. CHARACTER CREATION, STEP TWO: shaping your character’s mechanical strengths
and weaknesses begins by distributing 4 Points between the three possible Leanings
(Physical, Mystical, Practical), each of which can go as high as 3 or as low as -2. Then,
distribute another 4 Points between their three Statistics (Might, Precision, Defence),
each of which can also go as high as 3 or as low as -2. This should be written down and
tracked in the lefthand column of the first page of your Character Sheet.

PARTICULAR LEANINGS
A character’s PHYSICAL LEANING determines how well-attuned they are to their flesh, bones and
sinews. A character with a strong Physical Leaning isn’t necessarily obviously muscular; they’re just
very much in touch with their body and able to get the most out of it in physically demanding
situations.
Mechanically-speaking, the value of a character’s Physical Leaning contributes in the
following ways:
• it’s added the character’s Precision to determine their Physical Aim Bonus,
• it’s added to their Defence to determine their Armour Bonus,
• it’s used in combination with their Might to determine their Damage Bonuses when using
Physical Attacks,
• it’s used in combination with their Might and Precision to determine their Bonuses to
certain Skills,
• and it’s used to determine how many Ability Points they receive in order to unlock and
upgrade Special Attacks at every level.
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A character’s MYSTICAL LEANING determines how well-attuned they are to their inner spark. A
character with a strong Mystical Leaning isn’t necessarily highly intelligent, intellectual, imaginative or
wise; they’re just very much in touch with something within their psyche that allows them to harness
and wield magical energy.
Mechanically-speaking, the value of a character’s Mystical Leaning contributes in the
following ways:
• it’s added to their Precision to determine their Magical Aim Bonus,
• it’s added to their Defence to determine their Aura Bonus,
• it’s used in combination with their Might to determine their Damage Bonuses when using
Magical Attacks,
• it’s used in combination with their Might and Precision to determine their Bonuses to
certain Skills,
• and it’s used to determine how many Ability Points they receive in order to create, learn
and upgrade Spells at every level.
A character’s PRACTICAL LEANING determines how skillful they are at dealing with matters other
than combat. A character with a strong Practical Leaning isn’t necessarily highly organized or
pragmatic by temperament; they’re just extremely capable, having acquired a prowess in various
areas, and having demonstrated a knack for learning new tricks.
Mechanically-speaking, the value of a character’s Practical Leaning contributes in the
following ways:
• it’s added to the modifier for all Skills,
• it’s added to the value of the relevant Personality Type in all attempts to influence others,
• and it’s used to determine how many Ability Points they receive in order to upgrade Skills
at every level.

CORE STATISTICS
A character’s Core Statistics (Might, Precision and Defence) are fairly self-explanatory, determining
your character’s overall strengths and weaknesses, primarily in combat, though not exclusively.
The value of a character’s MIGHT contributes in the following ways:
• it’s added to the basic number of Maximum Life Points they gain every level,
• it’s used in combination with their Physical and Mystical Leanings to determine their
Bonuses to Damage,
• it’s used in combination with their Physical and Mystical Leanings to determine their
Bonuses to certain Skills,
• it’s added to their Precision to determine their Readiness Bonus,
• and it’s added to their Defence to determine their Control Bonus.
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The value of a character’s PRECISION contributes in the following ways:
• it’s added to their Physical Leaning to determine their Physical Aim Bonus,
• it’s added to their Mystical Leaning to determine their Magical Aim Bonus,
• it’s used in combination with their Physical and Mystical Leanings to determine their
bonuses to certain Skills,
• it’s added to their Might to determine their Readiness Bonus,
• and it’s added to their Defence to determine their Dodge Bonus.
The value of a character’s DEFENCE contributes in the following ways:
• it’s added to their Physical Leaning to determine their Armour Bonus,
• it’s added to the Mystical Leaning to determine their Aura Bonus,
• it’s added to their Might to determine their Control Bonus,
• and it’s added to their Precision to determine their Dodge Bonus.

PERSUASION & PERSONALITY TYPES
Whenever a character needs to persuade someone else to do something or to see something in a
particular way, they must use their Personality to do so. But Personality comes in a variety of types
(Charming, Intimidating, Alienating), and no one can be particularly strong in any of those ways
without being comparatively weak in others. Also, certain situations call for a particular type of
Personality, and certain characters are more susceptible to some approaches than to others.
3. CHARACTER CREATION, STEP THREE: once you have determined your character’s
Leanings and Statistics, distribute 4 Points between their three Personality Types, each
of which can go as high as 3 and as low as -2. This should be written down and tracked
in the lefthand column of the first page of your Character Sheet.
Here’s how each Personality Type can be used:
• CHARMING: A character can attempt to charm someone in order to win their trust,
impress them, convince them of something and/or seduce them.
• INTIMIDATING: A character can attempt to intimidate someone in order to frighten them
and/or in order to get them to back down from a particular course of action.
• ALIENATING: A character can attempt to alienate someone in order to bore, irritate and/
or antagonize them, or to pass unnoticed in social situations.
In order to attempt to charm, intimidate or alienate someone, your character must roll a d20 and add
both their relevant Personality Type’s bonus and their Practical Leaning. Whether the total is
high enough to succeed is up to the Mayor based on the circumstances and the character’s strategy.
Generally-speaking, however, Defence tends to make one less vulnerable to charm, Might tends to
make one less vulnerable to intimidation, and Precision tends to make one less vulnerable to
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alienation. Also, Practical characters are usually less susceptible to persuasion of all sorts. And so,
the following formula could be used to decide the basic difficulty of such attempts at persuasion,
before one considers the bonuses or penalties brought on by the circumstances at hand or
roleplaying choices made by the character:
• 10 + the target’s Practical Leaning + the target’s relevant Statistic
Circumstances, personalities and choices can have a dramatic impact on the difficulty of any given
Persuasion Roll, however, and so players are encouraged to make use of their characters’ other Skills
to give them an advantage, such as a Reading People Roll to determine how best to win someone’s
trust, or a Flexing Roll to bolster intimidation, or an impressive display of knowledge in an area of
importance to someone in order to more easily charm them.

PRIORITIES & MORALITY
I suspect most experienced tabletop roleplayers don’t need to choose and write down what matters to
their character, or to pinpoint the exact direction of their moral compass; they know their character
well enough that they can roleplay as that character intuitively. And I sometimes find it frustrating —
even for new players — when a tabletop gaming system encourages the game master to monitor and
regulate the decisions of player characters, especially in terms of moral choices. From the
perspective of both gaming and storytelling, characters tend to be more interesting and satisfying
when they are complex and/or conflicted, and when they evolve, especially in terms of what they
consider right and important. Moreover, very few people in the world consider themselves immoral,
chaotic or evil, and many people disagree substantially about what is proper, just or valuable,
etcetera.
For all of these reasons, I am reluctant to impose a mechanic that measures morality in the
same way as it does a character’s physical characteristics. However, I do recognize that it can
sometimes be helpful to attempt to nail down what one already feels intuitively about one’s
character’s priorities. It can provide a useful reference point when roleplaying requires difficult
decisions, and it can make it easier for your Mayor and your fellow players to grasp or anticipate your
character’s reactions in certain circumstances. That is why I have decided to provide a breakdown of
Priorities that follows much the same rules as Statistics, Leanings and Personality.
That being said, I encourage players and Mayors to remember that a person’s moral compass
and priorities are ultimately fluid and mutable. People occasionally behave in a way that is out of
character for all sorts of reasons, and sometimes for no clear reason at all. Also, people change over
time, becoming either stodgier or more accepting, more bitter or less self-centred, etcetera. And so,
players and Mayors should feel free to redistribute a character’s Priority Points over time as they feel
is appropriate, or to disregard them altogether if they begin to feel unnecessarily restrictive or
ultimately meaningless.
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4. CHARACTER CREATION, STEP FOUR: once you have determined your character’s
Leanings, Statistics and Personality Type, distribute 4 Points between the three
available Priorities, each of which can go as high as 3 and as low as -2. This should be
written down and tracked in the lefthand column of the first page of your Character
Sheet.
Here are the Priorities available:
• SELF: the character’s own well-being, happiness, desires and ambitions
• OTHERS: the well-being, happiness, desires and ambitions of others
• RULES: laws, social conventions and societal expectations
A character who values the well-being of others above all else will likely care comparatively less
about their own well-being or about rules. A character who fervently believes in both individualism and
the rule of law is much less likely than most to care about the plight of others, especially if those
others have broken the law and/or have nothing of use to offer. And so on. Again: this is not intended
to limit your roleplaying. I’m simply offering it up as a way to help you keep yourself (or your players)
reasonably honest and relatively consistent when it comes to in-game decisions, since that tends to
make for more focused and satisfying roleplaying.

OTHER CHARACTER ATTRIBUTES
The following attributes are determined by the character’s Statistics and Leanings.
5. CHARACTER CREATION, STEP FIVE: use your character’s
Statistics and Leanings to determine their following
attributes, which should be written down and tracked on
both pages of your Character Sheet:
• Physical Aim Bonus
• Magical Aim Bonus
• Armour Score
• Aura Score
• Control Bonus
• Readiness Bonus
• Dodge Bonus
• Life Points
• Action Points
• Juice Points
• Skills Modifiers
• Backstory Talents
• Languages
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PHYSICAL AIM BONUS
Whenever a character wishes to attack someone or something with a targeted physical attack
(in melee or at range), they must roll a d20 and add their Physical Aim Bonus to determine its
effectiveness; the total must exceed the target’s Armour Score in order for the attack to succeed. A
character’s Physical Aim Bonus is determined by adding their Physical Leaning to their Precision.

MAGICAL AIM BONUS
Whenever a character wishes to attack another with a targeted magical attack (in melee or at
range), they must roll a d20 and add their Magical Aim Bonus to determine its effectiveness; the total
must exceed the target’s Aura Score in order for the attack to succeed. A character’s Magical Aim
Bonus is determined by adding their Mystical Leaning to their Precision.

ARMOUR SCORE
This determines how difficult it is for others to successfully attack your character with targeted
physical attacks. It is determined using the following formula:
10 + Defence + Physical Leaning.

AURA SCORE
This determines how difficult it is for others to successfully attack your character with targeted
magical attacks. It is determined using the following formula:
10 + Defence + Mystical Leaning.

CONTROL BONUS
This is what is used to determine who is successful whenever one character attempts to
physically displace or restrain another character who is able to Resist and chooses to do so. Each
character rolls a d20 and adds their Control Bonus; the aggressor must beat their target’s total in
order to successfully restrain or displace them. Resisting costs 1 Action Point, and so the aggressor is
automatically successful if the target has no Action Points remaining.
A character’s Control Bonus is determined by adding their Might and their Defence.

READINESS BONUS
At the beginning of combat, every character involved rolls a d20 and adds their Readiness
Bonus to determine the order in which everyone gets a turn. The character with the highest total goes
first, the character with the second highest total goes second, and so on. This is how each character’s
placement on the battle’s Readiness Track is determined, though various actions in combat can result
in characters being bumped up or down on that track, resulting in them acting sooner or later than
originally expected. Adventurers and their opponents can also set Ambushes for one another under
the right circumstances, as described on Page 23.
A character’s Readiness Bonus is determined by adding their Might and Precision.

DODGE BONUS
When a character is standing within an area that has become immediately harmful (due — for
example — to an explosion or a Spell with an area of effect), they can choose to Dodge at the cost of
1 Action Point by rolling a d20 and adding their Dodge Bonus. If their total is 15 or higher and they
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can escape the area by moving 5ft, they take half the damage. If their total is 20 or higher and they
can escape the area by moving 5ft, they take no damage. If the character must traverse more than 5ft
to escape danger, multiple Dodge rolls can be taken at once, but each one costs 1 Action Point, and
each one must be successful. These rules also apply to characters who are threatened by any
projectiles that are the size of a person or bigger, or by any characters/creatures of roughly human
size or larger used as projectiles.
If opponents are within melee range of one another in a situation where it would advantageous
for them all to Dodge, opportunities to Jab an opponent are only granted to characters who pass up
the opportunity to Dodge. You can do one or the other, but not both at once.
A character’s Dodge Bonus is determined by adding their Precision and Defence.

LIFE POINTS
This is what determines a player’s health. Each time a character takes damage, their number
of current Life Points goes down, but it can be raised up to its maximum in combat with the use of
First Aid, healing Spells and Recovery Potions. Out of combat, a character’s Life Points can also be
raised with sleep and sustenance, as described on Pages 33 & 34.
Once a character reaches a negative score in their current Life Points, they can choose either
to leave the current quest or to start dying.
At Level 1, a character’s maximum amount of Life Points is determined by the following
formula: 10 + MIGHT.
Each time the character levels up, the following formula is used to determine how much their
maximum amount of Life Points goes up: +8 + MIGHT.

ACTION POINTS
What any given character can do on their turn in combat is determined by how many Action
Points they currently have. A Level One character starts their first turn in combat with 5 Action Points,
and receives 5 Action Points at the beginning of every subsequent turn. However, a character can
choose to conserve Action Points from one turn in order to have more on the next, up to a maximum
of 7. The number of Action Points a character receives each turn goes up gradually as the character
levels up, as does the maximum number of Action Points they can accumulate.
In combat, moving 10ft costs 1 Action Point (counted in 10ft increments), and using an Attack
or Spell of any sort costs 3 Action Points, unless otherwise indicated. Drawing or switching weapons
costs 1 Action Point, as does drinking a Potion. Using any Skill that involves observation or
communication is considered a Free Action, within reason. The cost of using more physical and/or
time-consuming Skills in combat is decided by the Mayor based on logic and context.
Dodging, Resisting and taking a Jab each cost 1 Action Point, which means that finishing one’s
turn with no Action Points leaves one both a bit more vulnerable and a bit less threatening until their
next turn.
If a character uses no Action Points whatsoever on their turn, they can be said to be waiting,
and can choose to start their next turn after any other character in the rotation. If they wait until what
would have been their next turn, they gain up to their maximum in Action Points and can then either
act or keep waiting.
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JUICE POINTS
Juice is the amount an energy a person has to do extraordinary things in a given day. While in
combat, characters do not need to expend Juice Points to cast Spell or make Special Attacks, as their
adrenaline provides them with all of the energy they need in that particular context. Outside of
combat, however, a character must burn up a Juice Point each time they wish to cast a Spell or use a
Special Attack, even if it’s to do something nonviolent (such as using a modified grappling attack to
harmlessly restrain an annoying pet or toddler, or using Wild Swing or Rush in an attempt to destroy
or move an obstacle or obstruction). This includes preparing for combat by doing things like
enchanting weapons, healing with magic, or setting traps or sigils in advance.
Players can also use Juice Points to activate certain Neat Tricks, to re-roll any d20 roll (Skill
check, attack, etcetera), or as spare Action Points when a character is otherwise out of Action Points.
Recovering Juice Points requires sleep and/or caffeine, as explained on Pages 33 & 34.

SKILLS
Each character has Skills they can use both in and out of combat to achieve certain objectives.
The total score a character has in a Skill is added to a d20 roll to determine whether they were
successful in using that skill. Their total score in any Skill is determined by the number of ranks the
character has put in that Skill and the Skill’s relevant modifier (or “mod”).
When a character is given Ability Points at every level, a portion of those points is claimed by
their Practical Leaning, and those can be used to add ranks to their Skills.
Each Skill also gets a modifier (mod) determined by particular Statistics and Leanings. The
formula to determine this modifier is as follows:
FOR PHYSICAL MIGHT SKILLS MODIFIERS: add your Physical Leaning to your Might and
divide the result by 2, rounding down. Then add your Practical Leaning
FOR PHYSICAL PRECISION SKILLS MODIFIERS: add your Physical Leaning to your
Precision and divide the result by 2, rounding down. Then add your Practical Leaning.
FOR MYSTICAL MIGHT SKILLS MODIFIERS: add your Mystical Leaning to your Might and
divide the result by 2, rounding down. Then add your Practical Leaning.
FOR MYSTICAL PRECISION SKILLS MODIFIERS: add your Physical Leaning to your
Might and divide the result by 2, rounding down. Then add your Practical Leaning.
Any Skill’s total score is determined by adding its rank to its modifier. That total score is added to the
result of a d20 roll to determine the success of any use of that Skill, and the difficulty of the roll is
determined in any given case by the Mayor based on a mixture of common sense and circumstances.
Beating a 5 is very easy, beating a 10 is relatively easy, beating a 15 is relatively challenging, beating
a 20 is very hard for most characters though not impossible, beating anything higher than a 20
requires at least some amount of facility with the relevant Skill, etcetera.
The Skills are listed and described on Page 39.

BACKSTORY TALENTS
When a new character is created, their player and their Mayor must work together to create 3
Backstory Talents for that character; the player submits them for the Mayor’s approval, and the Mayor
decides if any modifications need to be made (for example: to make them more specific or more
broad, as seems appropriate and balanced). These Talents should reflect the character’s past or their
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current situation, and the player is encouraged to use them creatively now and again to attempt to
accomplish their objectives (though — as always — the Mayor has the final say as to whether a
Talent is applicable in a given situation). If a character wishes to use a Talent to achieve a particular
objective and the Mayor deems it applicable, the player can then roll a d20 and add their relevant
Backstory Talent score to determine whether they are successful; as with Skills, the difficulty of the
roll is determined in any given case by the Mayor based on a mixture of common sense and
circumstances.
The different types of Background Talents available are listed on Page 38.
Unlike the Skills, Backstory Talents can only be added and upgraded when a Mayor says so,
and only as a logical reward for a player being particularly clever, consistent and focused in their
roleplaying. At Level One, a character’s score in each of their Backstory Talents is determined by
adding +3 to their Practical Leaning. For every subsequent level, it is up to the Mayor to determine
whether any of the character’s Talents go up and by how much. Mayors and players alike are thus
urged to keep track of occurrences in which characters are able to successfully use their Talents.

LANGUAGES
Every character has a mother tongue in which they are most adept, but characters can also
have other languages in which they have some amount of proficiency. The number of languages a
character knows is determined by their Practical Leaning, as is their degree of facility with those
languages. Here is how that breaks down:
Practical Leaning of -2: the character has only a functional grasp of their mother tongue.
Practical Leaning of -1: the character is fluent in their mother tongue.
Practical Leaning of 0: the character is fluent in their mother tongue and clunky in a second
language.
Practical Leaning of +1: the character is fluent in their mother tongue and functional in a
second language.
Practical Leaning of +2: the character is fluent in their mother tongue and one other
language.
Practical Leaning of +3: the character is fluent in two languages and functional in a third.
Practical Leaning of +4: the character is fluent in three languages.
Practical Leaning of +5: the character is fluent in three language and functional in a fourth.
And so on.
Keep in mind that the languages your character knows can vary quite a bit, from Spanish or
Japanese to ASL to Ancient Greek to Demonic to Cockney Rhyming Slang to C++, etcetera. Choose
wisely, and always be on the lookout for situations — mundane and otherwise — in which your
character’s knowledge of languages could come in handy.
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ABILITY POINTS
Every Level, a character receives 10 or more Ability Points that are distributed according to their
Leanings, and which can be used to acquire and upgrade Special Attacks, Spells and Skills. Your
Physical Leaning determines how many of the points you can use to learn and upgrade Special
Attacks, your Mystical Leaning determines how many of the points you can use to create and
upgrade Spells, and your Practical Leaning determines how many of the points you can use to
upgrade your Skills. This table illustrates how that distribution works:
Leaning Value

3

2

1

0

-1

-2

Points Allocated

5

4

3

2

1

0

NOTE: once you reach certain levels (4, 7, 10, 13, etcetera), you will be able to permanently boost your Leanings
one at a time, which means you will have more than 10 Ability Points to spend from that point onward, and you
could find yourself with a Leaning Value of more than 3. Simply follow the mathematical logic of the chart above to
determine how many Ability Points you should receive at every level from that point onward (6 Ability Points for a
Leaning Value of 4, 7 Ability Points for a Leaning Value of 5, and so on).

SPECIAL ATTACKS — LEARNING & UPGRADING: each School of Physical Combat has a series
of Special Attacks that allow its students to perform extraordinary and unique feats in combat with its
particular weapon type. In order to have your character learn a new Special Attack, you must spend 1
Ability Point allocated by your Physical Leaning. In order to then upgrade that Special Attack, you
must spend 2 Ability Points. In order to upgrade a Special Attack that has already been upgraded
once, you must spend 3 Ability Points. And so on. The number of Special Attacks you know in a given
School cannot be higher than your rank in that School.
The available Special Attacks are listed by School of Physical Combat starting on Page 41.
SPELLS — CRAFTING & UPGRADING: in most Schools of Magical Combat, a Spell is a Basic
Magical Attack from that School that has been enhanced with at least one upgrade from a list of
possible features (Spells from The Way of the Cosmos are learned and upgraded like Special
Attacks). In order to create a new Spell, you must spend 1 Ability Point allocated by your Mystical
Leaning. In order to then further upgrade that Spell, you must spend 2 Ability Points the first time, 3
Ability Points the second time, and so on. The number of Spells you know in a given School cannot
be higher than your rank in that School.
The available Spells and Spell Features are listed by School of Magical Combat starting on
Page 56.
SKILLS — UPGRADING: each Ability Point you are allocated by your Practical Leaning should be
multiplied by 2. Those Points can then be used to add ranks to any Skill, with each point adding one
rank. However, there’s a limit to how many ranks you can have in a single Skill, and that limit is your
current Level +1.
The Skills are listed and described on Page 39.
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LEFTOVER ABILITY POINTS: if you are unwilling or unable to use Ability Points at a given level, you
can hold onto them until you level up again. Alternatively, leftover Physical Ability Points can be used
to boost your rank in a Physical Skill, at a rate of two Physical Skill Ranks for each Physical Ability
Point. Likewise, leftover Mystical Ability Points can be used to boost your rank in a Mystical Skill at
the same rate. The total number of ranks you can put in any given Skill is still your Level +1, even
when adding Skill ranks in this fashion.
6. CHARACTER CREATION, STEP SIX: take the 10 Ability Points you are awarded at Level
One, and use them to acquire and/or upgrade Special Attacks and/or Spells, as well as to
add ranks to Skills of your choice. Special Attacks and Spells can be written down and
tracked in the middle and righthand columns of the second page of the Character Sheet,
whereas, whereas Skills are on the first page in the middle.

NEAT TRICKS
The last thing each player character needs is a quirk that makes them stand out, even in a world as
strange as this one. That’s where Neat Tricks come in. Every player character starts with one, which
you can choose to explain however you like. Is it a mutation? Is it the result of magic or an experiment
gone wrong? Does it come from within or from some sort of trinket? Is it utterly mysterious? Is it very
new? You decide!
Characters can acquire more Neat Tricks over time, either automatically upon reaching certain
levels (three, six, nine, twelve, etcetera), or as a result of developments in the plot of the game,
depending on what the players and the Mayor decide before starting a campaign. Which Neat Trick a
character acquires can also be decided in a few different ways. Either players choose their
character’s Neat Tricks themselves, like they do nearly everything else about their character, or the
Mayor picks Neat Tricks for each player character. Alternatively, Neat Tricks can be selected
randomly with the roll of a d20, as there are currently 20 of them available. Simply pick what works
best for your group and your campaign ahead of time.

7. CHARACTER CREATION,
STEP SEVEN: select a Neat
Trick for your character from
the list that starts on Page 85.
Write it down in the righthand
column of the first page of
your Character Sheet.
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CHARACTER PROGRESSION
LEVEL ONE (RECAP):
Leaning Points: 4
Statistic Points: 4
Personality Points: 4
Priority Points: 4
Life Points: 10 + Might
Action Points: 5 per turn, 7
maximum
Juice Points: 2 per rest, 3 maximum
School Points: 3
Ability Points: awarded and
distributed according to Leanings
Neat Trick: 1
Backstory Talents: 3
Languages: according to Practical
Leaning

EXTRAS @ LEVELS TWO, FIVE,
EIGHT, ELEVEN, ETCETERA:
+2 School Points

EXTRAS @ LEVELS THREE, SIX,
NINE, TWELVE, ETCETERA:
+1 Action Point per turn,
+1 to Action Point maximum
+1 Juice Point per rest,
+1 to Juice Point maximum
+1 Neat Trick, at the Mayor’s discretion

EXTRAS @ LEVELS FOUR, SEVEN,
TEN, THIRTEEN, ETCETERA:
+1 Leaning Point
+1 Statistic Point
+1 Personality Point

EVERY SUBSEQUENT LEVEL:
Life Points: +8 + Might
Ability Points: awarded and distributed
according to Leanings
Backstory Talent Points: at the
Mayor’s discretion
Priority Point Shift: at the Mayor’s
discretion
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WHEN TO LEVEL UP
COUNTING ENCOUNTERS
A party of players collectively reaches a new Level once they have experienced a set number
of in-game Encounters, as determined by the game’s Mayor.
An Encounter is any individual situation within the game that the players have needed to
tackle and resolve in order to advance the ongoing narrative of the game. This includes situations
resolved through combat (by choice or out of necessity), but it also includes situations that require
significant non-violent problem-solving and Skill use in a specific location, such as the investigation of
a crime scene, the theft of something well-guarded and/or well-hidden, a tense and challenging
negotiation with one or more non-player characters, etcetera.
Here are some tips for Mayors on how to count a party’s number of Encounters to date:

• You don’t have to count every single fight or interaction with non-player characters as its
own full-fledged Encounter. If you want to include a short interaction or interlude as a
transition between Encounters or as a preamble for something more substantial, you
can count it as a fraction of an Encounter (x0.5 or x0.25), or not count it at all,
depending on the effort expended by the party to resolve it.

• Conversely, if what the players need to do in a particular location requires several
stages, each of which requires a fair bit of time, thought and effort, feel free to treat
each stage as its own Encounter.

• If your players find a way to resolve an Encounter in a way you hadn’t anticipated or
intended, you should still count that Encounter in terms of their progression, even if it
took them less time than you’d expected. You should also consider counting an
Encounter that your players managed to bypass altogether, provided the methods by
which they bypassed it were sufficiently clever and creative. Don’t penalize your players
for surprising you, however disappointed you might be that some of your planning went
to waste.

• If your players do something that requires you to improvise an Encounter on the spot,
don’t forget to count it, as long as the actions that lead to the unplanned Encounter were
relatively logical. After all, the storytelling within a game should be interactive, but it
should also be relatively organic; you don’t want to encourage your players to
continuously do a bunch of random crap just because they’re hoping it’ll help them level
up more quickly. For example, if they pick a fight you hadn’t anticipated, effectively
creating an unplanned combat Encounter, ask yourself if doing so is really consistent
with their players’ characterization before you decide whether to count it. Similarly, if
they think of an avenue of investigation you hadn’t anticipated in an attempt to solve a
particular mystery, ask yourself whether the attempt was worth a shot before you count
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it, regardless of whether it gets them any closer to the answers they’re after.

• If your players manage to resolve an Encounter in a way that is especially impressive
(creative, clever, beautifully role-played, demonstrating an exceptionally good use of
teamwork, etcetera), feel free to increase the value of that Encounter when you count it
(x1.5 or x1.25, depending on how much they’ve impressed you). This should encourage
players to put more thought and effort into each Encounter.

HOW MANY ENCOUNTERS A PARTY OF
ADVENTURERS NEEDS TO REACH A LEVEL:
• LEVEL TWO: 6 Encounters or the equivalent
• LEVEL THREE: 8 more Encounters or the equivalent (14 total)
• LEVEL FOUR: 10 more Encounters or the equivalent (24 total)
• LEVEL FIVE: 12 more Encounters or the equivalent (36 total)
• And so on: 50 for Level Six, 66 for Level Seven, 88 for Level Eight, etcetera.
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COMBAT GLOSSARY & MECHANICS
THE BASICS
READINESS: at the beginning of combat, everyone involved rolls a d20 and adds their Readiness
Bonus to determine the order in which everyone gets a turn (highest total goes first, the second
highest goes second, and so on). The Mayor rolls Readiness for the party’s enemies, and keeps track
of the turn order and any changes to it on the Readiness Track.
AMBUSH: a party of adventurers can attempt to prepare an Ambush for their enemies, and can
succeed in doing so if they meet the following conditions:
• they know exactly when their enemies will arrive at the Ambush location,
• they can communicate freely with one another to plan the ambush, having enough time in game
to do so before their enemies arrive,
• and they all roll sufficiently high in Observation to see their enemies approaching, and high
enough in Sneaking to avoid being detected until the moment they attack.
If the party meets all three of these conditions, they decide when combat begins, and they choose
their position within the Readiness Order without having to roll. If they only meet two of the three
conditions, everyone rolls for Readiness normally, but those attempting the Ambush each get a +4. If
those attempting the Ambush only meet one of the three conditions, they each get a +2 to their
Readiness Roll. Note: enemies can also attempt ambushes, under the right circumstances.
MOVEMENT: moving around (walking, running) during combat costs 1 Action Point for every 10ft,
and is rounded up and counted in 10ft increments, so that moving only 5ft before taking another
action still counts as having expended 1 Action Point. Getting back up after having been knocked
prone costs 1 Action Point. Tricky traversal in combat (leaping a large gap, scaling a fence, trudging
through knee high water, etcetera) can cost more Action Points per 10ft, at the Mayor’s discretion and
given the circumstances at hand. In those cases, a sufficiently high roll in a relevant Skill (Parkour,
Climbing, Swimming, etcetera) can compensate for the increase.
BASIC ATTACK (PHYSICAL OR MAGICAL): add your relevant Aim Bonus to a d20 roll; the result
must be higher than the target’s Aura or Armour Score, as applicable. An attack of any sort costs 3
Action Points.
SPECIAL ATTACKS: characters with the necessary ranks in a given School of Physical Combat can
acquire Special Attacks from that school and then perform them in combat. Performing a Special
Attack costs 3 Action Points, like a regular attack, unless otherwise specified. Each Special Attack
can be upgraded in a few ways that are unique to it.
SPELLS: characters with the necessary ranks in a given School of Magical Combat can create or
learn Spells from that school, and then cast those Spells in combat. For the most part, a Spell is a
Basic Magical Attack that’s been enhanced with one or more compatible features. However, The Way
of the Boon has Boons instead of Spells, which all share a basic model in common, and which can be
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customized through upgrading, though there’s no Basic Magical Attack in that school. The Way of the
Cosmos has Spells, but they function more like the discrete Special Attacks from the Schools of
Physical Combat in terms of how they’re learned and upgraded, and the school also doesn’t offer a
Basic Magical Attack.
Casting a Spell costs 3 Action Points, just like a regular attack, unless otherwise specified.
EQUIPPING COMBAT ITEMS: in order to use a Combat Item (a weapon, shield or magical conduit),
your character must have it equipped, which is to say: held with the necessary number of hands.
Weapons and shields can’t be used to make Basic Attacks or Special Attacks unless they’re
equipped, shields don’t provide bonuses to Armour or Aura unless they’re equipped, and magical
conduits don’t provide bonuses to Spell Damage unless they’re equipped.
If a Combat Item is on the character’s person but not currently held, it is considered sheathed,
and must be drawn before it is considered equipped. Drawing a Combat Item in combat costs 1
Action Point, as does sheathing one in order to free up one’s hands. Dropping a Combat Item in
combat rather than sheathing it doesn’t cost any Action Points, but picking up an item in combat costs
1 Action Point.
JABS: when a character is between turns and in melee range of an opponent who does something to
let their guard down, the character gets an immediate opportunity to make a basic attack against that
opponent at the cost of 1 Action Point. This is known as a Jab, and it can be magical or physical in
nature, but it cannot take the form of a Special Attack or enhanced Spell, though some Schools allow
for the Jab itself to be upgraded.
Attacks never provoke Jabs, but the following actions do, provided the character performing
them is in melee range of an opponent:
• moving past an opponent without making an attack
• moving out of melee range when Surrounded
• drinking a potion
• drawing, sheathing or picking up a weapon, shield or magical conduit
• becoming suddenly Stunned
• getting back up after being knocked Down
• texting, or engaging in anything similarly distracting
CONTROL, GRAPPLING & RESISTING: when a Spell or Special Attack gives a character the option
to attempt to displace an opponent, the opponent has the option to attempt to Resist by expending 1
Action Point. If they can’t or won’t spare the Action Point, they are displaced automatically. If they
attempt to Resist, both characters roll a d20 and add their respective Control Bonus. If the character
attempting to displace the other wins the roll, their opponent is displaced; if they lose or tie, their
opponent remains where they are.
When a character attempts to Grapple an opponent, they must be within reach of them and
expend 3 Action Points, as per a regular attack. If their opponent wishes to Resist being grappled,
they must spend 1 Action Point. In order to successfully Grapple an opponent who is Resisting, you
must defeat them in a Control Roll. Grappling an opponent requires having at least one free hand,
though Resisting a Grapple can be done even with one’s hands full. A character who is attempting to
Grapple or Resist a Grapple with their hands free gains a +2 to their Control Roll.
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DODGE: when a character is standing within an area that has become immediately harmful (due —
for example — to an explosion or a Spell with an area of effect), they can choose to Dodge at the cost
of 1 Action Point by rolling a d20 and adding their Dodge Bonus. If their total is 15 or higher and they
can escape the area by moving 5ft, they take half the damage. If their total is 20 or higher and they
can escape the area by moving 5ft, they take no damage. If the character must traverse more than 5ft
to escape danger, multiple Dodge rolls can be taken at once, but each one costs 1 Action Point, and
each one must be successful. These rules also apply to characters who are threatened by any
projectiles that are the size of a person or bigger, or by any characters/creatures of roughly human
size or larger used as projectiles.
If opponents are within melee range of one another in a situation where it would advantageous
for them all to Dodge, Jabs are only granted to characters who pass up the opportunity to Dodge. You
can do one or the other, but not both at once.
DYING: a dying character is unconscious, can continue taking damage, and loses one Life Point per
turn automatically. They can be revived with a First Aid roll or healing magic, as long as the method
brings them back to a current Life Point score of zero or higher. A dying character whose negative Life
Points score exceeds their total number of Life Points dies permanently.
RESUSCITATION: when a character is Dying in combat, their allies can try to resuscitate them by
bringing their Life Points score to zero or higher. This can be done with the use of a Heal Spell from
The Way of the Blood, or with the use of a First Aid Roll.
DAMAGE: damage in the game increases in INCREMENTS, progressing according to the following
table:

1

1d4

1d6

1d8

1d10

2d6

2d8

3d6

4d6

5d6

6d6

7d6

8d6

9d6

10d6

11d6

12d6

13d6

14d6

etc.

By default, characters do the following amount of DAMAGE in the following ways, before taking into
account any bonuses and/or penalties contributed by Special Moves, Spell Features, Upgrades to
Schools of Fighting and/or Upgraded Weapons:
• Unarmed Melee Attack (trained): 1d6 + (Might + Physical) /2, rounded down
• One-Handed Melee Weapon Attack (trained): 1d8 + (Might + Physical) /2, rounded down
• Two-Handed Melee Weapon Attack (trained): 2d6 + (Might + Physical) /2, rounded down
• Ranged Weapon Attack (trained): 1d6 + (Might + Physical) /2, rounded down
• Shield Attack (trained): 1d6 + (Might + Physical) /2, rounded down
• Basic Magical Attack: 1d6 + (Might + Mystical) /2, rounded down
LESSER DAMAGE: many types of Special Attacks and Spells result in Lesser Damage, which is
simply 1 increment less than the character’s Regular/Basic Attack in the corresponding School.
CRITICAL SUCCESSES & FAILURES: when a player rolls a Natural 20 (before bonuses or
penalties) on any roll of a d20, they are almost always guaranteed resounding success (within
reason); this is known as a Critical Success. Conversely, when a player rolls a Natural 1 (before
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bonuses or penalties) on any roll of a d20, they are almost always guaranteed catastrophic failure
(within reason); this is known as a Critical Failure.
In combat, a Critical Success on an attack results in doubling the damage of the attack, unless
otherwise specified. A Critical Failure in combat, however, can cause one of any number of
unfortunate results, depending on the circumstances, such as dropping one’s weapon, harming an
ally, or even harming one’s self.
FALLING DAMAGE: whenever a character falls from a significant height, they take damage from the
resulting impact, unless they are able to find a way to cushion their fall. Because of the acceleration
involved in a free fall, the amount of damage one takes increases substantially the further they
plummet before impact.
The following table determines the amount of damage one can take upon impact based on the
height from which they’ve fallen:
1-10ft: none
11-20ft: 1d6 +1
21-30ft: 3d6 +2
31-40ft: 6d6 +3
41-50ft: 10d6 +4
51-60ft: 15d6 +5
61-70ft: 21d6 +6
And so on.
In order to reduce the amount of damage your character takes from a fall, you can attempt a Parkour
Roll (provided your character is conscious and — if they are in combat — still has an Action Point to
spend on an acrobatic manoeuvre). The following table indicates the impact of said Parkour Roll on
the fall’s potential damage:
Natural 20: no damage
20 and up: damage reduced by 2/3, rounded down
15-19: damage reduced by 1/2, rounded down
under 15: no damage reduction
Natural 1: double the damage
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STATUSES
UNTRAINED: any attempt to make an unarmed attack or use a weapon without any ranks in its
School results in the following penalties:
• you must roll two d20s and pick the worst result to determine whether the attack was
successful
• a successful attack does one increment of damage less than it would for someone trained
• Critical Failures with an untrained attack backfire, damaging the attacker
Also worth noting:
• untrained use of a shield provides no bonus to Armour or Aura
• an untrained attempt to grapple an opponent provokes Jabs if it fails
• use of a found object as a makeshift weapon, shield or projectile is subject to the
same penalties as untrained weapon use unless the wielder has Weapon Improv as a
Neat Trick.
GRAPPLED: when a character is Grappled, they are unable to move or perform Physical Attacks
until they break the grapple, counting as Unprepared until they do. Breaking a Grapple costs 3 Action
Points and requires defeating the grappler in a new Control Roll. It is possible to cast Spells while
grappled, but targeting one’s grappler with a Magical Attack will harm both the grappler and the caster
if successful.
SURROUNDED: when a character is flanked by two or more opponents in melee range, they are
considered Surrounded. As such, they take a -2 to Defence from the opponents surrounding them,
and they provoke Jabs from them if they attempt to move away from them, unless they have a
Special Attack or Spell that allows them to move without provoking Jabs.
UNPREPARED: when a character is unaware that they are in danger and can be taken by surprise
by an attack, they are considered Unprepared and thus take a -4 to their Defence, which affects their
Armour Score, Aura Score, Control Bonus and Dodge Bonus.
STUNNED: when a character in combat is Stunned (by a Special Attack, a Spell, or sufficiently
startling circumstances), they are considered Unprepared against all attacks for one round of combat,
they are pushed back 2 spots on the Readiness Track, and they lose all their remaining Action Points
for the time being. If a Stunned target is hit by another Special Attack or Spell that Stuns, they are
knocked Down.
DOWN: when a character is knocked Down, they are considered Unprepared, and their movement
(crawling) costs double in Action Points. Getting back up costs 1 Action Point and provokes Jabs.
SLIPPERY: if you attempt to cross a surface that is Slippery, or if you attempt to move while covered
in a substance that makes you slippery, you need to do a Dodge or Parkour Roll: 20 or over lets you
move normally, 15-19 lets you move at double the cost in Action Points, 10-14 forces you to stay
where you are, and anything less than 10 forces you to fall down, taking 1d4 points of damage.
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STICKY: if you attempt to cross a surface that is Sticky, or if you attempt to move while covered in a
substance that makes you sticky, you need to do a Control or Flexing Roll: 20 or over lets you move
normally, 15-19 lets you move at double the cost in Action Points, anything less than 15 forces you to
stay where you are, and anything less than 10 also causes you 1d4 points of damage from the strain.
SMOKEY: a column of smoke (or a similarly opaque gas) obscures whatever is within or behind it,
giving someone inside it or behind it +4 to Sneaking Rolls. Ranged Attacks into, out of or through a
Smokey area take a -4 to their chance to hit.
LASTING EFFECTS: lasting magical and physical effects that do damage over time (such as burning
or bleeding) do that damage at the beginning of the target’s turn. Lasting effects of a magical nature
such as burning only last as long as the magic involved dictates (see the duration of the Spells
involved), with their duration counted on the caster’s turn. Bleeding, however, lasts until the wound is
closed or cauterized by either magic (fire, glue, healing) or a successful First Aid Roll.
If you collide with an individual who is still burning, freezing, electrified or acidic, you take 1d4
points of damage from the elemental effect alone, on top of any physical damage from the collision. If
you collide with someone who is sandy, wet or oily, you also become sandy, wet or oily for the
duration of that lasting effect. If you collide with someone who is sticky, you stick to them, and the two
of you must free yourselves from one another just as they must wrench themselves from the ground.
Colliding with someone who is bleeding has no effect on either party.

ELEMENTAL INTERACTIONS
ELEMENTAL BOOSTS: certain magical elements (and their natural counterparts) interact with one
another in ways that can add to the overall effectiveness of a particular Magical Attack or Spell. When
one of these elements is already present on a target (as a lingering condition thanks to its Duration,
or because the target is standing in a pool or patch of the substance), that target is considered
primed. When a primed target is hit by a magical attack that triggers it, the effects are as follows:
If the prime does no damage on its own, then the trigger’s damage goes up by 1 increment
and Stuns the target.
If the trigger does no damage on its own, it causes the prime to flare up and do damage right
away, on top of the damage it will do at the beginning of the target’s turn.
If both the trigger and the prime do damage, the trigger’s damage is simply doubled (tripled
when the Spell is a Critical Success, or when an attempt to Dodge the Spell is a Critical Failure).
The lingering condition is always considered the primer, and the attack that reacts to that
condition is always considered the trigger. Here is a list of magical elements (and their natural
counterparts) that boost one another in this fashion:
• Fire + Oil
• Shock + Oil
• Shock + Water
• Frost + Water
• Acid + Acid
• Sand (as a prime only) + Physical Attacks
• Bleeding (as a prime only) + Sand or Acid or Harm
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ELEMENTAL COUNTERS: certain magical elements (and their natural counterparts) can also be
used to counter one another, with one element cancelling out or dampening the effect of another:
• Sonic attacks dissipate all lingering effects except for bleeding.
• Fire gets rid of lingering frost or water, and vice-versa.
• Lingering water or frost reduces the impact of fire, reducing its damage by 1 increment.
However, the fire dismisses the lingering effect.
• Lingering fire reduces the impact of frost, reducing its damage by 1 increment. However, the
frost dismisses the lingering effect.
• Lingering sand reduces the impact of fire, frost, shock, heal and harm by 1 increment,
unless the sand in question is making an immaterial target tangible, or jamming up the gears
of a mechanical target.
• Acid, oil, water and glue wash one another away.
• Acid, oil, water and sand wash one another away.
• Glue does not wash away sand, or vice-versa. However, throwing sand onto a sticky surface
such as a patch of glue does eliminate its stickiness.
• Throwing sand onto a slippery surface such as a patch of ice eliminates its slipperiness.
• Glue stops bleeding, as does fire and healing.

WIELDING COMBAT ITEMS
Weapons, shields and magical conduits are Combat Items, which characters must hold in their hands
to use. A player character can have up to five Combat Items on their person at any given time, but the
number they can wield at once in combat is much lower, and depends on the type of Combat Items in
question. Depending on your character’s Ranks in Schools of Combat, you’ll want to carefully
consider which Combat Items they should have on them while they are adventuring, and which
configuration of Combat Items makes the best use of their hands in a given fight.
Most player characters have two hands. You can of course create a character with less, if
that’s interesting to you, and something could happen to your character in game that results in them
suddenly having more or less limbs than they started out with, but — for the most part — player
characters have two hands, which has some impact on what they can do in combat. Most notably, it
affects how many weapons they can hold and use at a given time without having to sheathe, draw or
drop anything.
MELEE WEAPONS & RANGED WEAPONS
Some weapons only require one hand to wield, whereas others require two. A two-handed
melee weapon does more damage than a one-handed melee weapon, whereas a two-handed ranged
weapon can hit a target from further away than a one-handed ranged weapon. However, using a onehanded weapon allows you to use your other hand for something else, such as grappling, holding a
shield, or even holding another type of one-handed weapon. And so, a character with a two-handed
weapon drawn can’t use a shield, a magical conduit or any other weapon without first sheathing or
dropping that two-handed weapon. Conversely, a character with both a one-handed melee weapon
and a one-handed ranged weapon can have both equipped simultaneously, using them one after the
other in combat without having to drop or sheathe either. Having a one-handed melee weapon in
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each hand provides no bonuses whatsoever, though, and the same is true of having a one-handed
ranged weapon in each hand.
SHIELDS
Using a shield requires one hand, both to benefit from its bonus to one’s Armour and Aura
Scores, and to use it for Basic Attacks and Special Attacks from The Way of the Aegis. Having a
shield equipped in each hand simultaneously provides the Armour and Aura Score bonuses from both
shields, but it provides no bonuses in terms of attacks.
UNARMED ATTACKS & GRAPPLING
Unarmed Attacks do not require a free hand, as they can be performed using one’s feet,
knees, elbows or forehead, if need be. This also applies to any Special Attacks from The Way of the
Hand that don’t require or involve any grappling.
Attempting to Grapple an opponent requires at least one free hand, though Resisting a
Grapple does not. Having both hands free grants a +2 to Control Rolls when attempting to Grapple or
Resist a Grapple.
SPELLS & MAGICAL CONDUITS
Spells don’t require a free hand to cast. In fact, all elemental and arcane spells — both basic
and upgraded — erupt from the spellcaster’s Aura, an invisible mystical barrier that tightly envelopes
their entire body, without requiring any specific movements or vocalizations on the part of the caster.
And so, a spellcaster can cast any spell they know even if their hands are full, and even if they are —
say — bound, gagged and/or drowning, for example.
However, in order to gain a bonus to magical damage from a magical conduit, a spellcaster
has to draw and wield that magical conduit like they would a one-handed weapon.
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THE GAME WORLD
SETTING
One of the core things that sets L&W apart from most other roleplaying game systems is that it is
designed specifically so that you can set your adventures in a heightened, wacky, pulpy version of the
world of today in any municipality of your choice, particularly a place you know personally, such as
where you live. You’re not required to limit yourself to your hometown, of course, but there is
something fun about having your players explore a space that is both very familiar and very
otherworldly at the same time, so I highly recommend trying it out.
When trying to fill a L&W campaign with points of interest and other specific spaces to explore,
it’s worth putting some thought into what the L&W version of your chosen setting should be like. To do
so, ask yourself some or all of the questions below, making a note of your answers. For example, if
you are planning on setting the game in the L&W version of where you are, consider the following:
1. Where would monsters live, nest, roam or hunt here? Why? What is it about those places that
makes them seem like they would attract dangerous creatures? What kind of creature would they
attract? Is there any local wildlife that would be fun or interesting in an exaggerated and/or
hybridized monster form?
2. Which buildings here would most likely contain secret passages, hidden rooms and/or any other
strange and obscure spaces that might be of interest to adventurers? Why? What is it about those
places that makes them seem like they’re hiding something cool and/or sinister? Which buildings
here are most likely to be haunted and why? What would the ghosts in a space like that be like?
3. Where would adventurers most likely hang out and gather here? Are there bars, coffeeshops or
diners (for example) you think would be especially appealing to an adventuring clientele? Why?
What is it about those places that makes them seem compatible with the types of people who
would enjoy adventuring? Are they already a bit geeky? Do they already have a particular flair?
Are they just the kind of place where people hangout for hours on end, nursing one drink, chatting
with other regulars?
4. Where would shops selling adventuring supplies be located here? Are there comics shops, board
game stores or bookstores you could imagine dedicating a section to weapons or magic potions if
there was a market for them? Are there neighbourhoods or side streets where that sort of
business would be more likely to thrive?
5. Are there landmarks here that you think would take on a different role or significance in a world
full of magic and monsters? How do you think they’d be different and why? What could make
them worth noting or visiting to a local adventurer?
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6. Are there places here that seem like good hideouts for nefarious bandits or other unscrupulous
villains? Are there any abandoned factories or warehouses one could use as an illicit base of
operations? Are there any ridiculously expensive office spaces or condos that only someone
unforgivably ruthless could afford? Are there any especially gross clubs around? Where could one
go to get into a fight with some particularly bad people here?
7. Are there places here that you could easily imagine as portals to other dimensions or planes of
existence? Are there parts of a local park that could easily lead an unwary traveller to the realm of
faeries? Is there a particular mural that could secretly serve as a magic doorway to some chaotic
wonderland? Is there a burnt out parking lot that feels like it could lead to the world of the dead,
provided one knew when and how to approach it? Are there any areas so riddled with twisting
alleyways that you could easily imagine them turning into an impossible maze?
8. If someone wanted to find arcane knowledge of some kind here, where would they go? Are there
libraries, universities, colleges or book stores that you think would be particularly good places to
find information on monsters, magic or the occult? What would those places be like in this kind of
world? Would they keep that kind of knowledge prominently on display, would they be zealously
selective about who gets to access it, or would they greedily hide it away for themselves? Are
there institutions here that you could imagine offering classes on any of the Schools of Martial or
Magical Combat in L&W? What would those classes look like? What kinds of people would teach
them?
9. What is it that defines this place and its character, both for locals and for tourists? What is this
place known for? What defines its identity for you and your group? How would that translate in a
world full of the supernatural? Does it have a rich history you could pull from to inspire the
mythology and aesthetics of your game? Is it hypermodern or futuristic in a way that would lend
itself well to the trappings of science fiction, or is it old-fashioned and quaint in a way that would
better serve a different kind of story, like a Western or murder mystery? Does it have festivals or
any other significant celebrations that you could transform and turn into the premise and/or
context of certain in-game events? Is it the kind of place where nothing much happens, and — if
so — can you think of a way to play with that, in terms of the motivations and/or characterization
of characters in your game? If this place had gods, what would those gods be like? What would
be their personalities, priorities and domains?
10. What are the parts of this place you’ve always wondered about but never actually explored? What
do you imagine those places are like? What could those places be like, given an L&W makeover?
What really lurks in the restricted tunnels of your subway system? What’s really behind the velvet
rope at that impossibly exclusive club? What’s really beyond that hill, deep in the woods, beyond
the old mine? What does that building look like on the inside now that it’s been condemned and
boarded-up for nearly a decade? Focus on a local mystery and let your imagination run wild.
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ECONOMY
There are two major currencies in the world of L&W, each with its own distinct and separate economy.
First of all, there’s regular money, just like we use in real life. For all mundane goods and services in
L&W, regular money is still what’s needed. Since most adventurers tend to be far too busy
adventuring to hold down particularly high-paying work, most player characters are just shy of broke
(or worse) with regards to regular money.
The other currency is what powers the adventuring economy: Coins. These rare, ancient
tokens of mysterious origin — made of an unknown and impossibly shiny metal nicknamed “coinium”
— are what adventurers and those providing goods and services directly connected to adventuring
use to trade. Coins can often be found stashed away in the types of perilous locations explored by
adventurer, and — of course — looted off of the bodies of fallen adventurers. Some monsters have
also been known to hoard them from time to time.
One of the few universal laws of the adventuring world is that Coins can’t be exchanged for
regular money, or vice-versa, no matter what. Anyone discovered attempting to break that rule —
either to enrich themselves or to equip themselves with gear they haven’t earned through adventuring
— immediately earns the contempt, anger and hostility of the adventuring community as a whole.
Adventurers mainly spend their Coins on a handful of things: Secret Menu Items in restaurants
and coffeeshops (to recover from battle more quickly), Upgraded Weapons (with which one can do
more damage), Fancy Accessories (which boost Skills), and Potions (to recover quickly when going to
a restaurant isn’t an option). See the entries below for more information on each of these things.

RESTING
One of the easiest ways to recover Life Points and Juice Points is to get some sleep. The rate at
which you recover Life Points has a lot to do with where you sleep and how comfortable you are
there. The rate at which you recover Juice Points, however, is fixed.

LIFE POINTS
Here is the rate at which you recover Life Points by location:
• In your own bed: 4 x your Level per hour
• In another bed or on something equally comfortable: 2 x your Level per hour
• Anywhere fairly uncomfortable: 1 x your Level per hour

JUICE POINTS
Sleeping anywhere for 8 hours gives you back your daily allotment of Juice Points, which is
determined by your Level:
• Levels One and Two: 2 Juice Points, up to a maximum of 3
• Levels Three to Five: 3 Juice Points, up to a maximum of 5
• Levels Six to Eight: 4 Juice Points, up to a maximum of 7
• Levels Nine to Eleven: 5 Juice Points, up to a maximum of 9
• And so on.
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Sleeping for less than 8 hours gives you back a proportional fraction of Juice Points, rounded down.
For example, sleeping for 4 hours at Level One gives you back 1 Juice Point, but so does sleeping for
4 hours at Level Four (3 divided by 2, rounded down).

SUSTENANCE
Another great way to recover Life Points is to eat some food, and a great way to recover Juice Points
is to drink something caffeinated. In exchange for regular money, you can get regular food and
regular caffeinated beverages from restaurants, grocery stores, coffeeshops, etcetera. However,
regular food and caffeinated beverages only help you recover a little bit, and there’s a limit to how
much of it you can ingest in a given amount of time. However, if you can discover how to order the
Secret Menu Items at a particular establishment, you can consume something that’ll help you recover
far more efficiently.

HOW OFTEN
You can consume a meal and/or caffeinated beverage once every 3 hours. If you consume a
meal and/or caffeinated beverage less than 3 hours after a previous one, you take a -2 to all of your
Skill Rolls and Persuasion Rolls until that first 3 hours has elapsed, due to being jittery and/or bloated.

REGULAR SUSTENANCE
Regular food in L&W costs whatever it costs in the real world, in regular money. The amount of
Life Points you recover from a regular meal is equal to your Maximum Life Points divided by your
Level, rounded up, up to your maximum. And so, at Level One, you can get all of Life Points back with
a regular meal, but at Level Eight, a regular meal will only give you an eighth of your Life Points back.
A regular caffeinated beverage in L&W also costs whatever that costs in the real world, in regular
money. The amount of Juice Points you recover from a regular caffeinated beverage is always 1,
regardless of your Level, up to your maximum.

SECRET MENU ITEMS & SECRET INGREDIENTS
A Secret Menu Meal will always allow you to recover all of your Life Points, no matter how
much damage you’ve taken, but its cost in Coins is equal to your Level. A caffeinated Secret Menu
Beverage likewise allows you to instantly recover Juice Points up to your maximum, but its cost in
Coins is equal to your Level. You can consume both simultaneously, but each has its own cost by
default.
Most establishments have a Secret Menu, but — as the name suggests — it isn’t advertised to
the public. In order to order items from a Secret Menu, you need to know the proper way to do so.
Some establishments simply need you to know the names of their Secret Menu Items without being
told, whereas others require secret passwords, gestures or handshakes. Uncovering these secrets
usually requires some amount of roleplaying and Skill use, such as stealthy eavesdropping or
charming a staff member.
If you become a preferred customer at a particular establishment (through repeated patronage
and effective roleplaying, for example), that establishment might start offering you their Double Secret
Deal, which is a Secret Menu Item that restores both all your Life Points and all of your Juice Points
at the cost of your Level in Coins.
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Also, some grocery stores occasionally offer Secret Ingredients, which are usually roughly half
as expensive as Secret Menu Items, but acquiring them is just as difficult as acquiring Secret Menu
Items, and successfully preparing them requires both time and some amount of skill, as demonstrated
by a roll with a relevant Background Talent or Skill, the nature and difficulty of which is determined by
the circumstances and the Mayor. A successfully prepared homemade meal or beverage involving at
least one Secret Ingredient restores as many Life Points and/or Juice Points as restaurant
equivalent.

UPGRADED WEAPONS
Regular weapons are not especially difficult to acquire or even make, given enough time, but
Upgraded Weapons are far rarer, far more expensive, and far more desirable. With enough luck, you
can sometimes find Upgraded Weapons on fallen enemies or in hidden treasure troves, but often you
need to buy them.
Upgraded Melee and Ranged Weapons provide a damage bonus to any attack made with
them. That bonus is equal to their Level. For example, a Level One sword adds +1 damage to all
successful attacks one makes with it, whereas a Level 5 crossbow adds a +5.
In order to upgrade unarmed attacks in the same way, you need to find a wearable item that
provides a damage bonus when used, such as magical steel-toed boots or spiked gauntlets.
In order to upgrade magical attacks in the same way, you need an Upgraded Magical Conduit,
such as a wand, staff or amulet. Upgraded Magical Conduits can only boost damage on magical
attacks that already do some damage, and each one provides that boost exclusively to spells from a
particular School of Magical Combat, to which the Upgraded Magical Conduit is attuned. A Magical
Conduit must be held in one hand to be used, like a one-handed melee weapon or shield.
Upgraded Shields do not provide a boost to damage done with said shield, but to the Armour
and Aura scores shield boost by default. Whereas a regular shield provides a +2 to both Armour and
Aura, a Level One Upgraded Shield provides a +3, and a Level Six Upgraded Shield provides a +8.

FINDING UPGRADED WEAPONS
When you find an Upgraded Weapon (looting it from an adventurer’s corpse or an ancient
tomb, for example), it is always the same Level as you are, providing a bonus equal to your Level at
that time. Upgraded Weapons do not go up in Level with you.

PURCHASING UPGRADED WEAPONS
When purchasing an Upgraded Weapon from a shop, trader, craftsperson or fence, its cost is
determined by its level. Here is roughly how much an Upgraded Weapon of each level costs, barring
luck, haggling or any other in-game factors that might drive the price up or down:
• Level One: 10 Coins
• Level Two: 15 Coins
• Level Three: 20 Coins

• Level Four: 30 Coins
• Level Five: 40 Coins
• Level Six: 60 Coins
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• Level Seven: 80 Coins
• Level Eight: 120 Coins
• Level Nine: 160 Coins
• And so on.
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FANCY ACCESSORIES
Much like Upgraded Weapons, Fancy Accessories are a rare, expensive and highly sought-after type
of adventuring loot in L&W. Each Fancy Accessory provides a boost to either a specific Skill, or to
Personality Type for the sake of Persuasion.
Fancy Accessories are categorized by the part of the body on which they are worn:
• Head (for example: glasses, hat, earring, mask, hijab, etcetera)
• Upper Body (for example: scarf, coat, tank top, chest binder, cardigan, etcetera)
• Lower Body (for example: skirt, belt, shorts, jeggings, codpiece, etcetera)
An adventurer can only wear one Fancy Accessory per category, and so can only have 3 Fancy
Accessories on at any given time.
Fancy Accessories provide a boost that is equal to their Level to a specific Skill or Personality
Type. They can be found or purchased, just as Upgraded Weapons are, though they are generally
less expensive:
• Level One: 5 Coins
• Level Two: 10 Coins
• Level Three: 15 Coins

• Level Four: 20 Coins
• Level Five: 30 Coins
• Level Six: 40 Coins

• Level Seven: 60 Coins
• Level Eight: 80 Coins
• Level Nine: 120 Coins
• And so on.

Mayors can also choose to randomize what Fancy Accessories are available in a particular shop or
treasure chest, using the following process to roll the results for each Fancy Accessory:
First, roll a d6 to determine a
Fancy Accessory’s category,

then roll a d20 to determine what the Fancy Accessory
boosts.

• 1-2: Head

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• 3-4: Upper Body
• 5-6: Lower Body

1: Climbing
2: Enduring
3: Flexing
4: Swimming
5: Parkour
6: Breaking & Entering
7: Prestidigitation
8: Sneaking
9: Computers
10: Engineering
11: First Aid
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

12: Lore
13: Assess
14: Observation
15: Reading People
16: Research
17: Charm
18: Intimidate
19: Alienate
20 (Lucky Bargain): re-roll and make
the resulting Fancy Accessory 1 Level
higher at no extra cost.
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RECOVERY POTIONS
Sometimes you need to recover some Life Points quickly in the middle of a fight or some other
harrowing situation that won’t allow you to pop off for a bite to eat or a few hours of sleep. That’s what
Recovery Potions are for. If you have one on you, it only costs 1 Action Point to drink it in combat,
though doing so can provoke Jabs from nearby enemies, as the action leaves you somewhat
distracted and thus vulnerable. Also, Recovery Potions can be consumed at any time in any amount
without causing you to take penalties.
Recovery Potions are sold in adventuring shops, and in the secret adventuring section of some
grocery stores and pharmacies, provided you know where to look. Their convenience makes them
pricier than meals, however. There are three types of Recovery Potions:
• A Lesser Recovery Potion usually costs your Level in Coins and provides as many
Life Points as a regular meal does, which is to say: your Maximum Life Points divided
by your Level (rounded down), up to your maximum.
• A Greater Recovery Potion usually costs double your Level in Coins and provides as
many Life Points as a Secret Menu Meal, which is to say: as many as you need to
reach your maximum.
• An Ultimate Recovery Potion usually costs triple your Level in Coins and provides as
many Life Points and Juice Points as a Double Secret Deal Meal, which is to say: as
many as you need to reach both maximums.
Unlike Upgraded Weapons and Fancy Accessories, Recovery Potions do level up with you. And so, if
you purchase a Lesser Recovery Potion at Level One for 1 Coin but only use it after reaching Level
Three, it will still heal you like a Level Three Lesser Recovery Potion.

THE COPS
Police in L&W don’t take much interest in adventurers and their exploits, even when those exploits
involve what are obviously crimes, such as murder, theft, destruction of property, etcetera. No matter
how much it escalates, the cops — like most non-adventurers — have a tendency to regard all
adventuring and adventuring-related shenanigans as childish, embarrassing nonsense, not worth
their time, energy or attention. However, that attitude tends to change when adventuring ends up
affecting non-adventurers, particularly those with any amount of privilege, socially-speaking. If two
adventurers duel to the death in broad daylight, destroying a car and a shop in the process, the cops
won’t interfere or investigate, unless what’s happening is personally inconveniencing them. However,
if an adventurer breaks into the home of a non-adventurer, and that spooked homeowner calls the
police, then the cops will get involved, and their impatience with adventuring nerdery will make them
especially hostile and unreceptive to reason when they arrive.
Though cops are (mostly) only human in L&W, they do carry guns, and the lack of oversight
they face when using them makes them a little too happy use those guns on just about anyone they
consider a nuisance or disruptive to what they see as law and order. And since gunshots have a very
high likelihood to hit and almost always kill instantaneously, adventurers are advised to avoid cops at
all costs, to avoid behaviour that might result in police involvement, and to run and hide anytime they
have reason to believe that police are on their way, just in case.
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Mayors, if you want to discourage a particular plan of action, or to push your players in a
particular direction, using cops (or even just the suggestion of the possibility of cops) can be an
effective tool. However, bear in mind that not all players have had the same experiences with police in
real life, and some of your players’ experiences with police may have been traumatic in a way or to a
degree you didn’t expect. And so, it doesn’t hurt to ask your players ahead of time whether they would
be comfortable with you using cops in L&W to raise the stakes, preferably well before the start of a
campaign so as to give them time to reflect before they answer you, and to give yourself time to plan
or adjust according to their response.
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SKILL LIST
PHYSICAL MIGHT SKILLS
• CLIMBING: going up ropes, ladders, mountainsides, buildings, etcetera. This includes the ability
to handle thin air at high altitudes, and it determines not just how well one climbs but how long
one can climb before succumbing to fatigue.
• ENDURING: any test of physical endurance that doesn’t involve climbing, swimming or flexing,
such as running a marathon or withstanding physical torture
• FLEXING: any use or display of raw physical strength, such as lifting something heavy or
crushing something with one’s bare hands (can be used simply for its own sake or to boost an
attempt at Persuasion, such as an Intimidation Roll)
• SWIMMING: how well one can swim, how long they can swim before succumbing to fatigue, and
how long they can hold their breath underwater

PHYSICAL PRECISION SKILLS
• PARKOUR: using nimbleness to rapidly traverse difficult terrain, to recover one’s footing, or to
tackle any type of challenging jumping, tumbling or balancing
• BREAKING & ENTERING: picking locks, locating exits and entrances (illicit or otherwise),
disabling traps and security systems, escaping bonds
• PRESTIDIGITATION: pickpocketing and other gestures that need to be similarly quick and subtle
enough to go unnoticed
• SNEAKING: hiding, avoiding detection, moving silently and stealthily

MYSTICAL MIGHT SKILLS
• COMPUTERS: hacking, programming, IT stuff, etcetera.
• ENGINEERING: fixing, using and/or sabotaging anything mechanical and/or electrical
• FIRST AID: assessing and treating physical harm, reviving teammates in combat, and
performing non-magical healing. In order to use First Aid to heal a character, the First Aid Roll
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must exceed 10, healing the character by as many points as the roll exceeded that threshold. If
the roll is less than 10, the roll harms the character in the equivalent fashion. This can be used
once per turn in combat to resuscitate a Dying character at the cost of 3 Action Points, or once
per hour outside of combat, regardless of whether the recipient is Dying or simply hurt.
• LORE: specific knowledge of the game world, especially the weird stuff that separates it from
what players consider the real world

MYSTICAL PRECISION SKILLS
• ASSESS: determining key physical or magical characteristics of an object, person or creature,
such as strengths and/or weaknesses
• OBSERVATION: spotting key details and/or subtle/hidden things (such as sneaking enemies or
hidden traps)
• READING PEOPLE: sensing someone’s true motive and/or current emotional state, determining
whether someone is being honest
• RESEARCH: using available resources (including a smartphone connected to the internet) to
find useful information (can be used to provide a boost to any Mystical Might roll provided one
has the time and resources necessary)

BACKSTORY TALENTS
" ART/CRAFT/PERFORM: pick a creative endeavour your character engages in nonprofessionally or at least without much financial success to date.
" HOBBY/SPORT: pick a specific pastime or sport your character engages in non-professionally.
" JOB: pick a low-income, low-commitment job or occasional freelance occupation.
" KNOWLEDGE: pick a field of knowledge of particular interest to your character, academic or
otherwise.
" VEHICLE/MOUNT: pick a specific type of vehicle or mount with which your character is
particularly proficient.
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THE MARTIAL ARTS:
SCHOOLS OF PHYSICAL COMBAT
& THEIR SPECIAL ATTACKS
THE WAY OF THE BRAND
Melee Weapon Training
BASIC MELEE WEAPON ATTACK
Having even a single rank in The Way of the Brand makes one trained in the use of melee
weapons, a basic attack which functions as follows by default:
• Reach: 5ft
• Target: individual — vs. Armour Score
• Damage:
• If the weapon is one-handed: 1d8 + (Physical + Might)/2 (physical in nature)
• If the weapon is two-handed: 2d6 + (Physical + Might)/2 (physical in nature)
• Cost: 3 Action Points

SCHOOL NOTES
• Outside of combat, melee weapons are typically worn on the body thanks to a scabbard,
hook or strap. One can draw a melee weapon in advance of a fight if they anticipate that
they’ll soon need it. However, if one suddenly finds themselves in a fight they didn’t
expect, they have to draw their melee weapon before they can use it.
• One cannot perform any of the Special Attacks in this School without a melee weapon
equipped.
• It is possible to find melee weapons with different properties than the default, but every
student of this School starts the game with a melee weapon that functions as described
above in Basic Melee Weapon Attack.

UPGRADING THE WAY OF THE BRAND
Each time you spend Ability Points to learn and upgrade Special Attacks, you can choose to
upgrade your overall performance in the School instead, using the same rules. Each time you
upgrade The Way of the Brand, it raises all damage you do with melee weapons by 1 increment,
including the damage done by all Special Attacks in this particular School. You can keep track of
these upgrades to the School by putting a “+” next to its name on your Character Sheet each time,
and then writing down and tracking the damage done by each relevant weapon and Special Attack on
the second page of your Character Sheet.
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THE WAY OF THE BRAND’S SPECIAL ATTACKS
DANCE (multi): strike multiple targets with a single attack (Cost: 3AP), provided those targets are all
within reach. The success and damage of each strike must be rolled individually, but each one does
Lesser Damage. When first learned, Dance only allows you to strike a second target.
DANCE UPGRADES:
• Frenzy: +1 target per Dance
• Frenzy: +1 target per Dance
• Focus: the ability to hit a given target more than once per Dance
EXPLOSIVE FINISH (circumstance): when attacking an individual enemy who is near death with a
melee weapon, you can declare the attack to be an Explosive Finish, striking the enemy in such a
way that — if successfully fatal — the killing blow causes them to explode, doing damage to nearby
enemies. By default, a successful Explosive Finish damages enemies within 5ft of the original target
unless they successfully Dodge the resulting explosion. The damage done by the explosion is
determined by the difference between the total damage dealt by the original attack and the target
enemy’s remaining Life Points. For example, if the enemy only has 2 LP left, but the original attack
does 8 points of damage, then the resulting explosion does 6 points of damage to the nearby
enemies who fail to Dodge. If the resulting explosion kills one of those nearby enemies with an
excess of damage, they go on to explode in the same way, potentially causing a chain reaction.
EXPLOSIVE FINISH UPGRADES:
• Bigger Burst: +5 to explosion radius
• Badder Burst: the explosion now does as much damage as the attack that triggered it.
• Combo Burst: at the cost of 1 Action Point, add an Explosive Finish to any successfully
fatal Special Attack from The Way of the Brand.
HURL (range): throw your melee weapon up to 20ft, inflicting the same amount of damage as it
would in melee range but at a distance. When Hurl is first learned, the weapon thrown falls at the feet
of the target if it hits, or behind the target if it misses, and must be reached to be recovered (picking it
back up costs 1 AP).
HURL UPGRADES:
• Tether: the thrown weapon can be recovered instantly thanks to a handy Tether (at no
cost in AP)
• Stick & Drag (requires Tether): when a tethered, hurled weapon hits, it lodges itself in
its target. Recovering the weapon then drags the target right to you (with a successful
Control Roll), causing extra Lesser Damage to the target regardless of whether they are
successfully dragged. This Special Attack can also be used to more rapidly and easily
scale colossal opponents.
• Greater Range: +10ft of range
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PARRY/RIPOSTE (off): when you are being attacked in melee, you can use 1 Action Point to Parry/
Riposte, which means that instead of your opponent rolling against your static Armour Score, you
both roll to attack, and the winner damages the loser. In the event of a tie, neither party takes
damage. You can do this as many times as you can spare the Action Points.
PARRY/RIPOSTE UPGRADES:
• Sharpened Reflexes: +1 to Attack Roll when engaged in a Parry/Riposte
• Sharpened Reflexes: +1 to Attack Roll when engaged in a Parry/Riposte
• Batter Up: you can use Parry/Riposte against physical projectiles
POUNCE (mobility): you can leap from 10 to 20ft and land on a target weapon-first, combining the
movement and an attack into a single Action (Cost: 3AP), provided the way is clear. When pouncing,
you do not provoke Jabs, and you can bound over any obstacle that is 10ft tall or shorter.
POUNCE UPGRADES:
• Stunning Pounce: a successful Pounce leaves its target Stunned
• Stunning Failure (Requires Stunning Pounce): even an unsuccessful Pounce leaves
its target Stunned
Shank
from Above (requires Shank): add Shank Damage to a Pounce, provided the
•
target is vulnerable to being shanked (Unprepared, Surrounded, Down, Stunned)
SHANK (circumstance/damage): you strike a vulnerable target (Unprepared, Surrounded, Down,
Stunned) in a vital spot with a melee weapon, doing double damage; in the event of a Critical
Success, Shank does triple damage and its target is Stunned. When attempting to Shank an
opponent with particularly strange or alien physiology, you must first succeed an Assess Roll to figure
out how and where to strike them, the difficulty of which is determined by your Mayor and the
circumstances.
SHANK UPGRADES:
• Shank Harder: raise the damage done by Shank by 1 increment before doubling it
• Shank Harder: raise the damage done by Shank by another increment before doubling
it
• Arterial Shank: the victim of a Shank will Bleed until they are healed or cauterized by
magic or First Aid, taking extra Lesser Damage every round
SPRING (mobility): use the momentum of a successful melee weapon attack to leap instantly from
10 to 20ft away without provoking any Jabs, and without it costing you extra Action Points, provided
the way is clear. As with Pounce, you can bound over any obstacle that is 10ft tall or shorter.
SPRING UPGRADES:
• Stunning Spring: a successful Spring leaves its target Stunned
• Brutal Landing (requires Pounce): combine a Spring and a Pounce (in that order) into a
single Action costing only 3 Action Points
• Spring Shank (requires Shank): add Shank Damage to a Spring, provided the target is
vulnerable to being shanked (Unprepared, Surrounded, Down, Stunned)
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WILD SWING (damage): make a frenzied melee weapon attack that does more damage but is less
likely to hit. When you first learn Wild Swing, it doubles your attack damage, but at the cost of a -2 to
your Precision for the duration of your turn. This penalty stacks if you attempt more than one Wild
Swing in a given turn.
WILD SWING UPGRADES:
• Quick Recovery: Wild Swing’s penalty to Precision only lasts for the duration of the
attack itself.
• Even Wilder: raise Wild Swing’s damage by 1 increment before doubling it
• Even Wilder: raise Wild Swing’s damage by another increment before doubling it
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THE WAY OF THE HAND
Unarmed Combat Training
BASIC UNARMED ATTACK
Having even a single rank in The Way of the Hand makes one trained in unarmed combat, and
a basic unarmed attack functions as follows by default:
• Reach: 5ft
• Target: individual — vs. Armour Score
• Damage: 1d6 + (Physical + Might)/2 (physical in nature)
• Cost: 3 Action Points

SCHOOL NOTES
• Students of the Way of the Hand can attempt to grapple an opponent and fail without
provoking Jabs.
• Students of the Way of the Hand are able to use their hands, elbows, knees, feet and
foreheads to strike their opponents, which means they can make unarmed strikes and
even if their hands are full, including the types of unarmed strikes required by many of the
Special Attacks in this School.
• Grappling and grappling-based Special Attacks require the grappler to have at least one
hand free. Having both hands free gives one a +2 to Control Rolls to Grapple or Resist a
Grapple.
• It is possible to find equipment that allows one to change the properties of their unarmed
attacks, but every student of this School starts off performing unarmed attacks that
function as described above in Basic Unarmed Attacks.

UPGRADING THE WAY OF THE HAND
Each time you spend Ability Points to learn and upgrade Special Attacks, you can choose to
upgrade your overall performance in the School instead, using the same rules. Each time you
upgrade The Way of the Hand, it raises all damage you do with unarmed attacks by 1 increment,
including the damage done by all Special Attacks in this particular School. You can keep track of
these upgrades to the School by putting a “+” next to its name on your Character Sheet each time,
and then writing down and tracking the damage done by each relevant weapon and Special Attack on
the second page of your Character Sheet.
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THE WAY OF THE HAND’S SPECIAL ATTACKS
CRUSH (grappling/damage): once you have successfully grappled an opponent, you can use 2
Action Points to Crush them, doing damage to them without letting them go. By default, Crush does
Lesser Damage, but it does not require a roll to determine its success.
CRUSH UPGRADES:
• Crush Harder: raise the damage done by Crush by 1 increment
• Crush Harder: raise the damage done by Crush by 1 increment
• Sleepy Squeeze (requires Knockout): use Crush to render an opponent unconscious as
you would with Knockout
FUGUE (multi): perform multiple strikes as a single attack (Cost: 3AP), hitting either a single target or
multiple targets, provided those targets are all within reach. The success and damage of each strike
must be rolled individually, but each one does Lesser Damage. When first learned, Fugue only allows
you one extra strike.
FUGUE UPGRADES:
• Blurring Strikes: +1 strike per Fugue
• Blurring Strikes: +1 strike per Fugue
• Stretch (requires Lunge): add Lunge’s reach to Fugue’s strikes
HUMAN SHIELD (grappling/defence): you can use a grappled opponent to boost your Defence for
as long as you have them grappled. By default, a Human Shield provides the same +2 boost to Aura
and Armour as a regular shield. However, any attacks that fail to hit you specifically because of the
boost provided by the Human Shield hit the grappled opponent instead, damaging them while leaving
you unharmed. You can also use 1 Action Point when attacked to attempt to block the attack with your
Human Shield specifically, causing the attack to hit your Human Shield as long as it is unsuccessful. A
dead opponent provides no bonus to Aura or Armour.
HUMAN SHIELD UPGRADES:
• Improved Meatshield: +1 to the Human Shield’s Defence boost
• Improved Meatshield: +1 to the Human Shield’s Defence boost
• Improved Meatshield: +1 to the Human Shield’s Defence boost
KNOCKOUT (circumstance): you strike a vulnerable target (Unprepared, Surrounded, Down,
Stunned) in such a way as to render them unconscious. A Knockout does double damage, and if the
total damage done by the Knockout strike is more than a third of the target’s Life Points, then the
target falls unconscious for a full minute or until they take damage next, whichever comes first. If the
Knockout strike hits but does not cause enough damage to render the target unconscious, then the
target regains the Life Points they lost from the Knockout as soon as they begin their next turn.
KNOCKOUT UPGRADES:
• Extra Effort: triples Knockout’s damage rather than doubling it
• Stunning Failure: if Knockout hits but fails to render its target Unconscious, it leaves
them Stunned
• Deft Touch: Knockout now only has to claim more than a quarter of its target’s Life Points
to render them Unconscious
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LUNGE (range): you can perform an unarmed attack that has an increased reach, performed with
such speed that it does not provoke Jabs. By default, Lunge has a reach of 10ft, 5ft more than the
average melee attack.
LUNGE UPGRADES:
• Deep Lunge: adds another 5ft to Lunge’s reach, taking it up to 15ft.
• Deeper Lunge (requires Deep Lunge): adds yet another 5ft to Lunge’s reach, taking it
up to 20ft.
• Snatch: you case use Lunge’s reach to attempt to grapple at a distance, instantly
dragging your target back to your position if you are successful.
REVERSAL (off): when you successfully Resist an opponent’s attempt to grapple you, you end up
grappling them instead, at no extra cost in AP.
REVERSAL UPGRADES:
• Better in Reverse: +1 to Control Rolls for Reversal
• Better in Reverse: +1 to Control Rolls for Reversal
• Painful Turn of Events: successful Reversals do Lesser Damage
SLAM (grappling/range): you can throw a grappled opponent. By default, Slam only allows you to
throw an opponent up to 10ft. A thrown opponent takes Lesser Damage and is Down, regardless of
whether they are thrown horizontally or straight down at your feet. An opponent thrown at another
opponent must be Dodged; failure results in both opponents taking Lesser Damage.
SLAM UPGRADES:
• Grander Slam: +5ft to the horizontal range of Slam
• Grander Slam: +5ft to the horizontal range of Slam
• Greater Impact: raises the damage done by Slam by 1 increment
TRIP (off): when given the opportunity to Jab an opponent, you can try to Trip them instead. In order
to Trip an opponent, you need to beat them in a Control Roll. If you succeed, the opponent takes
Lesser Damage and is down. An opponent unable or unwilling to spare an Action Point to Resist is
automatically tripped.
TRIP UPGRADES:
• Harder Fall: increases the damage caused by Trip by 1 increment
• Winded: a Tripped character is Stunned and loses all remaining Action Points until their
next turn
• Trip Expert: +1 to Control Rolls for Trip
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THE WAY OF THE DART
Ranged Weapon Training
BASIC RANGED WEAPON ATTACK
Having even a single rank in The Way of the Dart makes one trained in the use of ranged
weapons, a basic attack with which functions as follows by default:
• Wielded two-handed
• Reach:
• If the weapon is one-handed: 30ft
• If the weapon is two-handed: 60ft
• Target: individual — vs. Armour Score
• Damage: 1d6 + (Physical + Might)/2 (physical in nature)
• Cost: 3 Action Points

SCHOOL NOTES
• One-handed ranged weapons are small and light enough to be carried in large quantities
and thrown (throwing knives, hand axes, shuriken, javelins, etcetera), whereas twohanded ranged weapons provide some mechanical assistance in launching projectiles
(bows and arrows, crossbows and bolts, slingshots and ball bearings, etcetera).
• Unless everyone at the table wants to be especially finicky about inventory
micromanagement, don’t bother keeping track of how much ammunition characters have.
As long as a character has their ranged weapon on them, they can be assumed to have
plenty of ammunition for it. If you find this unrealistic to the point of shattering immersion,
you can either tell yourselves that all quivers are magical, or you can make up your own
rules about how much ammunition a character can have on them at any given time.
• Outside of combat, ranged weapons are typically worn on the body thanks to a scabbard,
hook, holster or strap. One can draw a ranged weapon in advance of a fight if they
anticipate that they’ll soon need it. However, if one suddenly finds themselves in a fight
they didn’t expect, they have to draw their ranged weapon before they can use it.
• One cannot perform any of the Special Attacks in this School without a ranged weapon
equipped.
• It is possible to find ranged weapons with different properties than the default, but every
student of this School starts the game with a ranged weapon that functions as described
above in Basic Ranged Weapon Attack.

UPGRADING THE WAY OF THE DART
Each time you spend Ability Points to learn and upgrade Special Attacks, you can choose to
upgrade your overall performance in the School instead, using the same rules. Each time you
upgrade The Way of the Dart, it raises all damage you do with ranged weapons by 1 increment,
including the damage done by all Special Attacks in this particular School. You can keep track of
these upgrades to the School by putting a “+” next to its name on your Character Sheet each time,
and then writing down and tracking the damage done by each relevant weapon and Special Attack on
the second page of your Character Sheet.
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THE WAY OF THE DART’S SPECIAL ATTACKS
BLINK SHOT (mobility): you perform a ranged weapon attack and — if it is successful — you
instantly disappear and reappear right behind where it struck, crossing the same distance as the
projectile instantaneously and without provoking Jabs. The target of this attack doesn’t have to be an
opponent or a specific object; it can be a wall or a spot on the ground, provided it is within the range
of your ranged weapon attacks. If the spot you reappear is not within sight of your opponents, you
can instantly roll for Sneaking to remain hidden.
BLINK SHOT UPGRADES:
• Sticky Blink: a Blink Shot projectile fired at a wall or ceiling embeds itself firmly into that
surface, allowing you to grasp it when you reappear and hang from it. This Special Attack
can also be used to more quickly and easily scale colossal opponents.
• Piercing Blink (requires Piercing Shot): Blink Shot can go through one opponent (as
with Pierce) before striking its true target
• Bouncing Blink (requires Ricochet): Blink Shot can bounce off of one target (as with
Ricochet) before striking its true target
PIERCING SHOT (multi): you can perform a ranged attack that pierces your first opponent, hitting
another opponent behind them, provided you are all in a straight line, and provided the final target is
no further than 30ft from your position. This does Lesser Damage to the targets it successfully hits.
Though multiple targets are hit by the same attack, you must roll the success and damage for each
target individually.
PIERCING SHOT UPGRADES:
• Faster & Sharper: +1 target in a line
• Faster & Sharper: +1 target in a line
• Pierced Artery: victims of Piercing Shot will Bleed until they are healed or cauterized by
magic or First Aid, taking Lesser Damage every round
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PIN (control): you can attempt to Pin an opponent in place with a ranged attack. If the attack is
successful, you must defeat the opponent in a Control Roll; if you succeed, the opponent is pinned to
the ground or any other hard surface within 5ft of their position. A Pinned opponent is unable to move
or Dodge, and is considered Unprepared until they can free themselves. Freeing one’s self from
being Pinned causes Lesser Damage, unless they are able to use a relevant Skill Roll (First Aid,
Enduring, Breaking & Entering) to free themselves more gracefully: a 15 on such a Roll is enough to
cut the damage in half, and a 20 is enough to avoid the damage altogether. Anything less than a 5
results in them remaining Pinned. Either way, attempting to free one’s self from being Pinned costs 3
Action Points.
PIN UPGRADES:
• Messy Escape: a Pinned opponent who attempts to free themselves and takes any
damage in the process will begin to bleed, and continue to bleed until they are healed or
cauterized by magic or First Aid, taking Lesser Damage every round
• Deft: add your Precision to your Control Bonus when attempting to Pin
• Shish-Kabob (requires Piercing Shot): Pin an opponent to another opponent behind
them, provided they are within 5ft of one another, both within 30ft of you, and you are all in
a straight line. The success of each attack and of each Control must be rolled separately.
If you successfully Pin two opponents together, they both suffer all the penalties of the
Pin, except that they can still move while Pinned, provided they do so on the turn of
whichever of them is later on the Readiness Track. They must also both do a Skill roll to
free themselves, but the lowest roll counts for both of them.
RICOCHET (multi): you can have a ranged attack Ricochet off of one target so as to hit another with
the same attack, doing Lesser Damage to both. This can be used to hit targets you wouldn't
otherwise be able to hit, even if that means bouncing an attack off of an object or hard surface.
However, the total distance travelled by the bouncing projectile cannot exceed your usual range, and
the angles involved have to make at least some basic sense. You must roll to determine the success
and damage against each target, and an unsuccessful roll stops the Ricochet short.
RICOCHET UPGRADES:
• Merciless Geometry: +1 target to Ricochet
• Merciless Geometry: +1 target to Ricochet
• Trick Sniper (requires Snipe): add Snipe Damage to successful Ricochet attacks
against targets vulnerable to sniping (Unprepared, Surrounded, Down, Stunned)
SHRAPNEL (multi): your projectile bursts apart on contact with its target, damaging that target
normally but also damaging anyone else nearby unless they successfully Dodge the resulting cloud of
Shrapnel. By default, the burst is a sphere with a 5ft radius and does Lesser Damage, only damaging
those in melee range of the target. If the projectile misses its target, it does not burst apart.
SHRAPNEL UPGRADES:
• Bigger Bang: +5ft to the radius of Shrapnel
• Bigger Bang: +5ft to the radius of Shrapnel
• Flashbang: anyone who takes full damage from Shrapnel is Stunned
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SNIPE (damage/circumstance): you strike a vulnerable target (Unprepared, Surrounded, Down,
Stunned) in a vital spot with a projectile, doing double damage; in the event of a Critical Success,
Shank does triple damage and its target is Stunned. When attempting to Snipe an opponent with
particularly strange or alien physiology, you must first succeed an Assess Roll to figure out how and
where to strike them, the difficulty of which is determined by your Mayor and the circumstances.
SNIPE UPGRADES:
• Snipe Harder: raise the damage done by Snipe by 1 increment before doubling it
• Snipe Harder: raise the damage done by Snipe by another increment before doubling it
• Arterial Sniper: the victim of a Snipe will bleed until they are healed or cauterized by
magic or First Aid, taking extra Lesser Damage every round
TRAP (circumstance): you strike an empty spot on the ground or on a wall with a ranged attack,
seemingly by accident, only to have the projectile become a Trap that strikes whoever triggers it by
getting too close to it. Once triggered, the Trap strikes its target without requiring a roll, doing the
same amount of damage as a regular ranged attack. The Trap is triggered by anyone or anything that
comes within its zone, which is a sphere with a radius of 10ft. If you set a Trap outside of combat, you
need to roll Sneaking or Prestidigitation to determine how well it is concealed from enemies, whereas
in the chaos of combat, only the most devilishly clever and/or observant enemies will suspect a Trap,
let alone spot it. However, even a reasonably clever enemy damaged by a Trap may become more
cautious from that point onward.
TRAP UPGRADES:
• Deep Cut: Traps cause their victims to bleed until they are healed or cauterized by magic
or First Aid, taking extra Lesser Damage every round
• Nasty Surprise: victims of your Traps are Stunned
• Bad Barbs (requires Nasty Surprise & Pin): when someone sets off your Trap, you
can treat it as if you hit them with a Pin that succeeds automatically.
WATCHFUL (off): you can perform Jabs at range, following the same rule as regular (melee) Jabs,
except with a ranged weapon, applying the rules for Jabs to anything within your weapon’s range and
in your line of sight. By default, however, these ranged Jabs take a -2 to Precision due to their
spontaneity.
WATCHFUL UPGRADES:
• Practiced Opportunist: reduces penalty to Precision by 1
• Practiced Opportunist +: removes the penalty to Precision altogether
• Sharp Stop (requires Pin): allows you to attempt to Pin opponents hit with a ranged Jab,
but with Watchful’s penalty to Precision applied to your Control roll.
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THE WAY OF THE AEGIS
Shield Training
SHIELD USE FOR DEFENCE
Having even a single rank in The Way of the Aegis makes one trained in the use of shields,
which make them harder to hit with targeted physical and magical attacks whenever they have a
shield equipped. By default, that benefit breaks down as follows:
• Bonus to Armour Score per Shield: +2
• Bonus to Aura Score per Shield: +2

BASIC SHIELD ATTACK
Having even a single rank in The Way of the Aegis also makes one trained in the use of
shields as weapons, a basic attack with which functions as follows by default:
• Reach: 5ft
• Target: individual — vs. Armour Score
• Damage: 1d6 + (Physical + Might)/2 (physical in nature)
• Cost: 3 Action Points

SCHOOL NOTES
• In combat, shields are worn on the wrist and gripped in one hand, making one unable to
wield a two-handed weapon while their shield is drawn. One can also hold a shield in
each hand, thus benefitting from the defensive bonuses of both shields simultaneously.
• Outside of combat, shields are typically worn on the body thanks to a hook or strap. One
can draw a shield in advance of a fight if they anticipate that they’ll soon need it. However,
if one suddenly finds themselves in a fight they didn’t expect, they have to draw their
shield before they can use it. Drawing a shield costs 1 Action Point.
• One does not benefit from a shield’s bonus to Armour and Aura unless the shield is drawn.
• One cannot perform any of the Special Attacks in this School without a shield equipped
and drawn.
• It is possible to find shields with different properties than the default, but every student of
this School starts the game with a melee weapon that functions as described above in
Basic Shield Attack.

UPGRADING THE WAY OF THE AEGIS
Each time you spend Ability Points to learn and upgrade Special Attacks, you can choose to
upgrade your overall performance in the School instead, using the same rules. Each time you
upgrade The Way of the Aegis, it raises all damage you do with shields by 1 increment, including the
damage done by all Special Attacks in this particular School. You can keep track of these upgrades to
the School by putting a “+” next to its name on your Character Sheet each time, and then writing
down and tracking the damage done by each relevant weapon and Special Attack on the second
page of your Character Sheet.
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THE WAY OF THE AEGIS’ SPECIAL ATTACKS
ABSORB (off): if a damaging magical attack is directed at you but fails to hit, you can use 1 Action
Point to Absorb its energy into your shield, effectively Enchanting it. You can then add Lesser
Damage of the same type to your next successful attack with your shield.
ABSORB UPGRADES:
• Brace: declare that you will use Absorb before an opponent rolls to attack with magic to
boost your Defence by +1 against it (uses up 1 Action Point regardless of whether it
successfully blocks and Absorbs the attack)
• Vacuum: use Absorb in place of Dodge when attempting to avoid a damaging magical
attack with an area of effect; roll to Dodge as per usual, and — if you successfully avoid
all damage — stand your ground instead of moving 5ft, drawing the damaging energy in
your immediate vicinity (5ft sphere) into your shield
• Conductive: the magical damage added to your shield after a successful Absorb goes up
by 1 increment
ECHO (off): if a physical melee attack is directed at you but fails to hit, you can use 1 Action Point to
have the attack ring out against your shield hard enough to cause your attacker Lesser Damage.
ECHO UPGRADES:
• Brace: declare that you will use Echo before an opponent rolls to attack you with a
physical melee attack to boost your Defence by +1 against it (uses up 1 Action Point
regardless of whether it successfully blocks and Echoes the attack)
• Reflect: Echo now works against ranged weapon attacks as well
• Louder: +1 increment to Echo damage
FLING (range): throw your shield like a frisbee so that it strikes an opponent and returns to you. A
shield Flung in this fashion does the same amount of damage as it does in melee range, but it can
only travel a total of 20ft maximum (10ft to the target, 10ft back). A Shield that is Flung and misses its
target continues on its path before falling to the ground and must be recovered.
FLING UPGRADES:
• Further: +10ft to the total maximum range of Fling
• Further: +10ft to the total maximum range of Fling
• Pinball: you can hit multiple targets with the same Fling, but only if its overall trajectory
doesn’t exceed its total range maximum, and each successful strike only causes Lesser
Damage
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KNOCKBACK (control): after a successful melee attack with your shield, you can attempt to defeat
the opponent you hit in a Control Roll and — if successful — you can knock them back by 5ft. If an
opponent who has been knocked back strikes a hard surface as a result, they take additional Lesser
Damage. If they are knocked back into another character, that character must Dodge them in order to
avoid both of them taking Lesser Damage from a collision.
KNOCKBACK UPGRADES:
• Hard Knock: +5ft to the distance of Knockback
• Knock Down: a successful Knockback causes the target to fall Down
• Pop Fly (requires Hard Knock and Knock Down): a successful Knockback pops the
target up into the air in an arc, where they hang helplessly until their next turn, Stunned
LOCKDOWN (control): you can keep an opponent from escaping your melee range for 2 turns by
defeating them in a Control Roll. A successfully locked down opponent can still move and attack, but
cannot get out of your melee range, and must move with you when you move. A successfully locked
down opponent also cannot treat you as Surrounded, even if they are flanking you with other
opponents.
LOCKDOWN UPGRADES:
• Popular: you can attempt to lock down 1 more opponent per Lockdown (each opponent
must be defeated in a Control Roll separately)
• Popular: you can attempt to lock down 1 more opponent per Lockdown (each opponent
must be defeated in a Control Roll separately)
• Pull: opponents within 10ft of your position are now vulnerable to your attempts at
Lockdown, and are forcefully drawn into your melee range if your attempt to lock them
down is successful
RUSH (mobility): you move forward in a sudden burst of incredible speed with your shield raised,
turning yourself into what is essentially a large projectile that must be Dodged. By default, a Rush can
go as far as 10ft, ending as soon as it successfully hits an opponent, who in turn takes regular Shield
Attack Damage. Rushing does not provoke Jabs.
RUSH UPGRADES:
• Further: +5ft to the distance covered by Rush
• Further: +5ft to the distance covered by Rush
• Push: opponents hit by Rush for full damage can be pushed back until Rush has reached
its full distance. If this pushes them into other characters, those characters must Dodge in
order to avoid taking Lesser Damage and also getting pushed. Opponents whose Dodge
allows them to only take half damage from a Rush are simply knocked to the side.
SPIKES (off): when someone attempts to grapple you, you can have your shield sprout Spikes when
you attempt to Resist them, which causes them Lesser Damage.
SPIKES UPGRADES:
• Sharper: +1 increment to Spikes damage
• Trickier: +1 to Control Rolls involving Spikes
• Barbed: opponents hurt by Spikes will bleed, and continue to bleed until they are healed
or cauterized by magic or First Aid, taking Lesser Damage every round
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SPIN (multi): you Spin in place with your Shield arm extended, forcing all enemies in melee range to
Dodge or take Lesser Damage. Enemies who roll a 15 or above to Dodge take half damage, whereas
enemies who roll a 20 or above take no damage.
SPIN UPGRADES:
• Surprise: raises the threshold to Dodge Spin by +1
• Surprise: raises the threshold to Dodge Spin by +1
• Sweep: opponents who take full damage from Spin are knocked down
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THEPART
MAGICAL
ARTS:
ONE — SCHOOLS OF
ELEMENTAL COMBAT & THEIR SPELLS
THE WAY OF THE HEAT
Fire & Frost Magic
Having even a single rank in The Way of the Heat makes one able to make basic fire and frost
attacks, which function as follows by default:

BASIC FIRE OR FROST ATTACK
•
•
•
•
•

Reach: 5ft
Target: individual — vs. Aura Score
Damage: 1d6 + (Mystical + Might)/2 (energy in nature)
Cost: 3 Action Points
Duration: until the end of your turn

SCHOOL NOTES
• Fire can be used to ignite flammable substances such as oil, and burning targets instantly
take more damage when hit with flammable substances.
• Frost can be used to freeze water, and freezing targets instantly take more damage when
hit with water and similarly conductive liquids.
• Frozen surfaces are Slippery.
• A burning targets takes Lesser Damage from frost attacks, but immediately stops burning.
Likewise, a freezing target takes Lesser Damage from fire attacks, but immediately stops
freezing.
• A wet target takes Lesser Damage from fire, but is immediately dried.
• A sandy target takes Lesser Damage from frost or fire.
• Fire damage cauterizes wounds, putting an end to bleeding.

UPGRADING THE WAY OF THE HEAT
Each time you spend Ability Points to learn and upgrade Special Attacks, you can choose to
upgrade your overall performance in the School instead, using the same rules. Each time you
upgrade The Way of the Heat, it raises all damage you do with fire and frost attacks by 1 increment,
including the damage done by all Spells in this particular School. You can keep track of these
upgrades to the School by putting a “+” next to its name on your Character Sheet each time, and then
writing down and tracking the damage done by each relevant magical attack and Spell on the second
page of your Character Sheet.
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FIRE SPELL FEATURES
• BURST (multi): instead of being directed at a single target, the attack fills a sphere 5ft in
diameter and thus must be Dodged by anyone within that space, doing Lesser Damage to
those who fail.
• Further upgrades: 10ft diameter, 15ft diameter
• DURATION: the target is burning for 1 round, taking Lesser Damage on their turn and
primed for flammable elemental triggers such as oil.
• Further Upgrades: 2 rounds, 3 rounds
• ENCHANT ARMOUR* (circumstance): at the cost of 2 Action Points, you Enchant
Armour so that the next successful physical melee attack against its wearer does burning
Lesser Damage to the attacker.
• ENCHANT ATTACK* (circumstance): at the cost of 2 Action Points, you Enchant a
weapon or body part so that the next successful attack with it does extra burning Lesser
Damage to its target. An Enchanted Attack is always considered magical when it comes to
hitting immaterial targets (such as ghosts) who would otherwise be immune to physical
attacks.
• INTENSIFY*: at the cost of 2 Action Points, you charge up the Spell so that it does double
damage once it is cast (at the usual cost of another 3 Action Points). If an Intensified Spell
is a Critical Success, it does triple damage and Stuns its target.
• RANGE: extend the range of the spell to 10ft.
• Further Upgrades: 15ft, 20ft
• REDIRECT* (off): when someone attacks you with fire, you can use 1 Action Point to
attempt to have the attack backfire, which means that instead of your opponent rolling
against your static Aura Score, you both roll to attack, and the winner damages the loser.
In the event of a tie, neither party takes damage. You can do this as many times as you
can spare the Action Points. However, your attacker must be within the Range of your
Redirect Spell. If your opponent targets an area that you occupy with a fire Burst Spell,
you can use Redirect to redirect it, following the same rules as above to determine where
the Burst will land, or whether it will land at all (a tie causes the Spell to fail altogether).
• SIGIL* (circumstance): you place a magical Sigil on a solid surface, and that Sigil
magically strikes whoever triggers it. Once triggered, the Sigil strikes its target without
requiring an attack roll, doing the same amount of damage as a basic Fire attack. The
Sigil is triggered by anyone or anything that comes within its zone, which is a sphere with
a radius of 10ft. If you place a Sigil outside of combat, you need to roll Sneaking or
Prestidigitation to determine how well it is concealed from enemies, whereas in the chaos
of combat, only the most devilishly clever and/or observant enemies will suspect a Sigil,
let alone spot it. However, even a reasonably clever enemy damaged by a Sigil may
become more cautious from that point onward.
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*FIRE SPELL FEATURE RESTRICTIONS
• Enchant Attack, Enchant Armour and Sigil cannot be paired with one another in a single
Spell, and adding Range to them only increases the distance from which you can place
the enchantment, not how far its resulting magical damage can travel.
• Redirect cannot be paired with Enchant Attack, Enchant Armour, Intensify or Sigil.

FROST SPELL FEATURES
• BEAM (multi): the attack takes the form of a Beam 5ft in diameter and 10ft long, which
does Lesser Damage and must be Dodged.
• Further upgrades: 15ft long, 20ft long
• DURATION: the target is freezing for 1 round, taking Lesser Damage on their turn and
primed for elemental triggers (water, for example).
• Further Upgrades: 2 rounds, 3 rounds
• ENCHANT ARMOUR* (circumstance): at the cost of 2 Action Points, you Enchant
Armour so that the next successful physical melee attack against its wearer does freezing
Lesser Damage to the attacker.
• ENCHANT ATTACK* (circumstance): at the cost of 2 Action Points, you Enchant a
weapon or body part so that the next successful attack with it does extra freezing Lesser
Damage to its target. An Enchanted Attack is always considered magical when it comes to
hitting immaterial targets (such as ghosts) who would otherwise be immune to physical
attacks.
• INTENSIFY: at the cost of 2 Action Points, you charge up the Spell so that it does double
damage once it is cast (at the usual cost of another 3 Action Points). If an Intensified Spell
is a Critical Success, it does triple damage and Stuns its target.
• RANGE: extend the range of the spell to 10ft.
• Further Upgrades: 15ft, 20ft
• REDIRECT* (off): when someone attacks you with Frost, you can use 1 Action Point to
attempt to have their attack backfire, which means that instead of your opponent rolling
against your static Aura Score, you both roll to attack, and the winner damages the loser.
In the event of a tie, neither party takes damage. You can do this as many times as you
can spare the Action Points. However, your attacker must be within the Range of your
Redirect Spell. If your opponent targets an area that you occupy with a frost Beam Spell,
you can use Redirect to redirect it, following the same rules as above to determine origin
point and direction of the Beam, or whether the Beam erupts at all (a tie causes the Spell
to dissipate).
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• SIGIL* (circumstance): you place a magical Sigil on a hard surface, and that Sigil
magically strikes whoever triggers it. Once triggered, the Sigil strikes its target without
requiring an attack roll, doing the same amount of damage as a basic frost attack. The
Sigil is triggered by anyone or anything that comes within its zone, which is a sphere with
a radius of 10ft. If you place a Sigil outside of combat, you need to roll Sneaking or
Prestidigitation to determine how well it is concealed from enemies, whereas in the chaos
of combat, only the most devilishly clever and/or observant enemies will suspect a Sigil,
let alone spot it. However, even a reasonably clever enemy damaged by a Sigil may
become more cautious from that point onward.

*FROST SPELL FEATURE RESTRICTIONS
• Enchant Attack, Enchant Armour and Sigil cannot be paired with one another in a single
Spell, and adding Range to them only increases the distance from which you can place
the enchantment, not how far its resulting magical damage can travel.
• Redirect cannot be paired with Enchant Attack, Enchant Armour, Intensify or Sigil.

THE WAY OF THE THUNDER
Shock & Sonic Magic
Having even a single rank in The Way of the Thunder makes one able to make basic shock and sonic
attacks, which function as follows by default:

BASIC SHOCK ATTACK
•
•
•
•
•

Target: individual
Range: 5ft
Damage: 1d6 + (Mystical + Might)/2 (energy in nature)
Cost: 3 Action Points
Duration: until the end of your turn

BASIC SONIC ATTACK
•
•
•
•
•

Target: individual
Range: 5ft
Damage: 1d6 + (Mystical + Might)/2 (energy in nature)
Cost: 3 Action Points
Duration: none

SCHOOL NOTES
• Shock can be used to ignite flammable substances such as oil, and electrified targets
instantly take more damage when hit with flammable substances.
• Wet targets take more damage from shock attacks than dry ones.
• A sandy target takes Lesser Damage from shock.
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• Shock attacks can travel through conductive substances such as water. Hitting a body of
water with a shock attack automatically damages everyone in that body of water unless
they are able to use a Swimming Roll to Dodge to escape the water in time.
• Targeted sonic attacks dissipate all lingering elemental effects on their target. Sonic
attacks affecting an area dissipate all lingering elemental effects in that area, but do not
affect boons, or the manifestations/effects of cosmic spells.

UPGRADING THE WAY OF THE THUNDER
Each time you spend Ability Points to learn and upgrade Special Attacks, you can choose to
upgrade your overall performance in the School instead, using the same rules. Each time you
upgrade The Way of the Thunder, it raises all damage you do with shock and sonic attacks by 1
increment, including the damage done by all Spells in this particular School. You can keep track of
these upgrades to the School by putting a “+” next to its name on your Character Sheet each time,
and then writing down and tracking the damage done by each relevant magical attack and Spell on
the second page of your Character Sheet.

SHOCK SPELL FEATURES
• CHAIN (multi): the attack hits a second target within 5ft of the first, with the success of
each hit rolled individually, and each successful hit doing Lesser Damage. The first hit
must be successful in order for you to attempt the second. If Range is added to a Chain, it
can leap further than 5ft between targets, but only if the total distance travelled by the
Chain does not exceed its maximum Range.
• Further Upgrades: third target, fourth target
• DURATION: the target is electrified for 1 round, taking Lesser Damage on their turn and
primed for elemental triggers (water, for example).
• Further Upgrades: 2 rounds, 3 rounds
• RANGE: extend the range of the spell to 10ft
• Further Upgrades: 15ft, 20ft
• ENCHANT ARMOUR* (circumstance): at the cost of 2 Action Points, you Enchant
armour so that the next successful physical melee attack against its wearer does electrical
Lesser Damage to the attacker.
• ENCHANT ATTACK* (circumstance): at the cost of 2 Action Points, you Enchant a
weapon or body part so that the next successful attack with it does extra electrical Lesser
Damage to its target. An Enchanted Attack is always considered magical when it comes to
hitting immaterial targets who would otherwise be immune to physical attacks.
• INTENSIFY: at the cost of 2 Action Points, you charge up the Spell so that it does double
damage once it is cast (at the usual cost of another 3 Action Points). If an Intensified Spell
is a Critical Success, it does triple damage and Stuns its target.
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• REDIRECT* (off): when someone attacks you with Shock, you can use 1 Action Point to
attempt to have their attack backfire, which means that instead of your opponent rolling
against your static Aura Score, you both roll to attack, and the winner damages the loser.
In the event of a tie, neither party takes damage. You can do this as many times as you
can spare the Action Points. However, your attacker must be within the Range of your
Redirect Spell. If you Redirect an attack that can Chain, you can have it Chain to other
targets, but only within the limits of your Redirect’s Range.
• SIGIL* (circumstance): you place a magical Sigil on a hard surface, and that Sigil
magically strikes whoever triggers it. Once triggered, the Sigil strikes its target without
requiring an attack roll, doing the same amount of damage as a basic shock attack. The
Sigil is triggered by anyone or anything that comes within its zone, which is a sphere with
a radius of 10ft. If you place a Sigil outside of combat, you need to roll Sneaking or
Prestidigitation to determine how well it is concealed from enemies, whereas in the chaos
of combat, only the most devilishly clever and/or observant enemies will suspect a Sigil,
let alone spot it. However, even a reasonably clever enemy damaged by a Sigil may
become more cautious from that point onward.

*SHOCK SPELL FEATURE RESTRICTIONS
• Enchant Attack, Enchant Armour and Sigil cannot be paired with one another in a single
Spell, and adding Range to them only increases the distance from which you can place
the enchantment, not how far its resulting magical damage can travel.
• Redirect cannot be paired with Enchant Attack, Enchant Armour, Intensify or Sigil.

SONIC SPELL FEATURES
• BURST* (multi): instead of being directed at a single target, the attack fills a sphere 5ft in
diameter and thus must be Dodged by anyone within that space, doing Lesser Damage to
those who fail.
• Further upgrades: 10ft diameter, 15ft diameter
• ENCHANT ARMOUR* (circumstance): at the cost of 2 Action Points, you Enchant
armour so that the next successful physical mêlée attack against its wearer does sonic
Lesser Damage to the attacker.
• ENCHANT ATTACK* (circumstance): at the cost of 2 Action Points, you Enchant a
weapon or body part so that your next successful attack with it does extra sonic Lesser
Damage. An Enchanted Attack is always considered magical when it comes to hitting
immaterial targets who would otherwise be immune to physical attacks.
• KNOCKBACK (control): on a successful hit, you can push your opponent back 5ft with
your Sonic attack, provided you defeat them in a Control Roll.
• Further Upgrades: 10ft, 15ft
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• RANGE: extend the range of the spell to 10ft.
• Further Upgrades: 15ft, 20ft
• REDIRECT* (off): when someone attacks you with Sonic, you can use 1 Action Point to
attempt to have their attack backfire, which means that instead of your opponent rolling
against your static Aura Score, you both roll to attack, and the winner damages the loser.
In the event of a tie, neither party takes damage. You can do this as many times as you
can spare the Action Points. However, your attacker must be within the Range of your
Redirect Spell. If your opponent targets an area that you occupy with a sonic Burst Spell,
you can use Redirect to redirect it, following the same rules as above to determine where
the Burst will land, or whether it will land at all (a tie causes the Spell to dissipate).
• SHATTER* (circumstance): you can use your Sonic attacks to attempt to Shatter large,
solid, inanimate objects, such as walls, pillars, doors and windows. How much damage it
takes to Shatter an object is determined by the Mayor and circumstance, though a
successful Assess Roll can often help you identify weaknesses and thus lower the
threshold.
• SIGIL* (circumstance): you place a magical Sigil on a hard surface, and that Sigil
magically strikes whoever triggers it. Once triggered, the Sigil strikes its target without
requiring an attack roll, doing the same amount of damage as a basic sonic attack. The
Sigil is triggered by anyone or anything that comes within its zone, which is a sphere with
a radius of 10ft. If you place a Sigil outside of combat, you need to roll Sneaking or
Prestidigitation to determine how well it is concealed from enemies, whereas in the chaos
of combat, only the most devilishly clever and/or observant enemies will suspect a Sigil,
let alone spot it. However, even a reasonably clever enemy damaged by a Sigil may
become more cautious from that point onward.

*SONIC SPELL FEATURE RESTRICTIONS:
• Enchant Attack, Enchant Armour, Sigil and Shatter cannot be paired with one another in a
single Spell, and adding Range to them only increases the distance from which you can
place the enchantment, not how far its resulting magical damage can travel.
• Redirect and Shatter cannot be paired with one another, or with Enchant Attack, Enchant
Armour, or Sigil.
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THE WAY OF THE FLOW
Oil & Water Magic
Having even a single rank in The Way of the Flow makes one able to make basic oil and water
attacks, which function as follows by default:

BASIC OIL OR WATER ATTACK
•
•
•
•
•
•

Target: burst in a 5ft diameter sphere
Range: 5ft
Magical Attack Damage: none
Cost: 3 Action Points
Duration: 1 round
Dodge 15 and up: no effect

SCHOOL NOTES
• Unlike every other School of Magic, which require you to pick a specific element for each
Spell you create, any Spell you create in The Way of the Flow can use either oil or water
interchangeably.
• Fire and shock attacks ignite oil, and oil damages anyone it hits who is already burning or
electrified. Shock and frost attacks are boosted by water, and water damages anyone it
hits who is already electrified or freezing.
• Fire and sonic attacks dissipate lingering water.
• Wet targets take less 1 increment less damage from fire attacks, though fire attacks
instantly dry them off.
• Frost attacks freeze water, which becomes Slippery once frozen. A character stuck in
water as it freezes is treated like someone caught in something Sticky, unless they can
use a Swimming roll to Dodge.
• Oil and water wash one another away, and can both wash away acid, sand and glue.

UPGRADING THE WAY OF THE FLOW
Each time you spend Ability Points to create and upgrade Spells, you can choose to upgrade
your overall performance in this School instead, using the same rules. Each time you upgrade The
Way of the Flow, it increases the Duration of all oil and water attacks by 1 turn, leaving your targets
either wet or flammable and slippery for longer. You can keep track of these upgrades to the School
by putting a “+” next to its name on your Character Sheet each time, and then writing down and
tracking the duration of each relevant magical attack and Spell on the second page of your Character
Sheet.
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OIL & WATER SPELL FEATURES
• RANGE: extend the range of the Spell to 10ft
• Further Upgrades: 15ft, 20ft
• DIAMETER: extends the diameter of the Spell’s burst to 10ft
• Further Upgrades: 15ft, 20ft
• PUDDLE PUPPET: by casting this Spell on an existing body of the same liquid, you
transform it into an animate, blob-like pet for the duration of the Spell, controlling its
movements with your mind. The resulting Puddle Puppet has no Action Points of its own,
but it can use yours to move 10ft per Action Point, soaking anyone caught in its path
unless they successfully roll to Dodge. The amount of liquid you can control in this fashion
is determined by the diameter of the Spell’s sphere.
• If you combine this feature with Pool, you can instantly summon a Puddle Puppet
out of thin air with a single Spell at the cost of only 3 Action Points.
• If you combine Puddle Puppet with Redirect, you can choose to turn a successfully
Redirected Spell into a Puddle Puppet that forms anywhere within your Spell’s
range.
• JET: turns a basic attack with either oil or water into a powerful Jet that hits a single target
hard enough to do Basic Magical Attack Damage.
• Further Upgrades: +1 damage increment, +2 damage increments
• POOL: your attack with either Oil or Water leaves behind a Pool of the same substance
that lingers for an hour unless it is somehow displaced or transformed. Regular Oil or
Water attacks leave behind a Pool of the same diameter as their initial burst, whereas Jet
attacks leave behind a Pool of just 5ft in diameter, and Jet attacks with Push leave a Pool
that is 5ft wide but as long as the distance traveled by its target. A Pool of Oil is Slippery
on nearly any surface, whereas a Pool of Water is only Slippery on some surfaces, such
as linoleum or tile. It is considerably harder to maintain one’s footing in a Slippery Pool
created by an Intensified Spell; a Control or Parkour roll of 20 or higher lets one move at
double the cost in Action Points, whereas a roll of 15-19 forces them to stay where they
are to remain upright, and anything less than a roll of 15 forces them to fall down, taking
Lesser Damage or worse, depending on the circumstances.
• PUSH (requires Jet): after successfully hitting an opponent with Jet, you can Push them
back 5ft, provided you beat them in a Control Roll.
• Further Upgrades: 10ft, 15ft
• REDIRECT (off): when someone attacks you with Oil or Water, you can use 1 Action
Point to attempt to have their attack backfire, which means that you both roll to attack, and
the winner has the attack land on the loser. In the event of a tie, the Spell simply
dissipates. You can do this as many times as you can spare the Action Points. However,
your attacker must be within the Range of your Redirect Spell.
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• VAPOUR: your Oil or Water attack makes it easier to hit your target with certain other
elements. A successful Oil attack with Vapour gives its target(s) a -2 against Fire and
Shock attacks for the duration of the Spell. A successful Water attack with Vapour gives its
target(s) a -2 against Shock and Frost attacks.
• Further Upgrades: -3 against Triggering elements, -4 against Triggering
elements

*OIL & WATER SPELL FEATURE RESTRICTIONS:
• None

THE WAY OF THE HARSH
Acid & Smoke Magic
Having even a single rank in The Way of the Harsh makes one able to make basic acid and smoke
attacks, which function as follows by default:

BASIC ACID ATTACK
•
•
•
•
•

Target: individual
Range: 5ft
Damage: 1d6 + (Mystical + Might)/2 (chemical in nature)
Cost: 3 Action Points
Duration: until the end of your turn

BASIC SMOKE ATTACK
•
•
•
•
•

Target: burst in a column with a 5ft diameter base
Range: 5ft
Damage: none
Cost: 3 Action Points
Duration: 1 hour

SCHOOL NOTES
• Acid is the only element that is both a primer and a trigger for itself. Hitting a target with
acid when they are already covered in acid does bonus damage.
• Acid washes away oil, water, sand and glue.
• Smoke lingers throughout combat and beyond unless it is dissipated (by a sonic burst, for
example).
• Smokey areas provide a +4 to Sneaking rolls to anyone inside or behind them. Anyone
performing a ranged attack into, through or out of a smokey area takes a -4 to their roll to
hit.
• Basic smoke attacks can be Dodged like any other magical attack with an area of effect,
but there is no penalty for failure, as a smoke burst has no harmful effects until it is
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upgraded with either Stun or Toxic. However, if someone attempts to Dodge a burst of
smoke and rolls a 1, they will accidentally Dodge in the wrong direction due to
disorientation, and the Mayor decides where they end up.

UPGRADING THE WAY OF THE HARSH
Each time you spend Ability Points to create and upgrade Spells, you can choose to upgrade
your overall performance in this School instead, using the same rules. Each time you upgrade The
Way of the Harsh, it raises all damage you do with acid attacks by 1 increment, and the diameter of
all smoke attacks by 5ft. You can keep track of these upgrades to the School by putting a “+” next to
its name on your Character Sheet each time, and then writing down and tracking the duration of and/
or damage done by each relevant magical attack and Spell on the second page of your Character
Sheet.

ACID SPELL FEATURES
• BURST* (multi): instead of being directed at a single target, the attack fills a sphere 5ft in
diameter and thus must be Dodged by anyone within that space, doing Lesser Damage to
those who fail.
• Further upgrades: 10ft diameter, 15ft diameter
• DURATION: the target is irritated for 1 round, taking Lesser Damage on their turn and
primed for elemental triggers, which in this case would be subsequent Acid attacks.
• Further Upgrades: 2 rounds, 3 rounds
• ENCHANT ARMOUR* (circumstance): at the cost of 2 Action Points, you Enchant
Armour so that the next successful physical mêlée attack against its wearer does acidic
Lesser Damage to the attacker.
• ENCHANT ATTACK* (circumstance): at the cost of 2 Action Points, you Enchant a
weapon or body part so that the next successful attack with it does extra acidic Lesser
Damage. An Enchanted Attack is always considered magical when it comes to hitting
immaterial targets who would otherwise be immune to physical attacks.
• PUDDLE PUPPET (requires Burst): by casting this Spell on an existing pool of acid, you
transform it into an animate, blob-like pet for the duration of the Spell, controlling its
movements with your mind. The resulting Puddle Puppet has no Action Points of its own,
but it can use yours to move 10ft per Action Point, damaging anyone caught in its path
unless they successfully roll to Dodge. The amount of acid you can control in this fashion
is determined by the diameter of the Spell’s sphere. If you combine this feature with Pool,
you can instantly summon a Puddle Puppet out of thin air with a single Spell at the cost of
only 3 Action Points.
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• POOL (requires Burst): your Acid Burst Attack leaves behind a Pool of acid that lingers
for an hour. Anyone who starts their turn in a Pool of acid takes acidic Lesser Damage, as
does anyone who moves into it or is moved into it. If the material on which the Pool of
Acid has formed is sufficiently vulnerable to Acid, it may be eroded by it; the speed with
which this happens is determined by the Mayor and circumstances. A Pool of acid that
eats through a surface simply reforms on another surface directly below it.
• RANGE: extend the range of the spell to 10ft.
• Further Upgrades: 15ft, 20ft
• REDIRECT* (off): when someone attacks you with acid, you can use 1 Action Point to
attempt to have their attack backfire, which means that instead of your opponent rolling
against your static Aura Score, you both roll to attack, and the winner damages the loser.
In the event of a tie, neither party takes damage. You can do this as many times as you
can spare the Action Points. However, your attacker must be within the Range of your
Redirect Spell. If your opponent targets an area that you occupy with an acid Beam Spell,
you can use Redirect to redirect it, following the same rules as above to determine origin
point and direction of the Beam, or whether the Beam erupts at all (a tie causes the Spell
to fail altogether).

*ACID SPELL FEATURE RESTRICTIONS
• Enchant Attack and Enchant Armour cannot be paired with one another in a single Spell,
and adding Range to them only increases the distance from which you can place the
enchantment, not how far its resulting magical damage can travel.
• Redirect cannot be paired with Enchant Attack, Enchant Armour or Pool.

SMOKE SPELL FEATURES
• ENCHANT ARMOUR* (circumstance, requires Stun, Toxic or Jet): at the cost of 2
Action Points, you Enchant Armour so that the next successful physical mêlée attack
against its wearer unleashes a smoke attack against the attacker that cannot be Dodged.
• ENCHANT ATTACK* (circumstance, requires Stun, Toxic or Jet): at the cost of 2
Action Points, you Enchant a weapon or body part so that your next successful attack with
it unleashes a smoke attack on its target that cannot be Dodged. An Enchanted Attack is
always considered magical when it comes to hitting immaterial targets who would
otherwise be immune to physical attacks.
• JET*: turns a basic attack with smoke into a powerful Jet that hits a single target hard
enough to do Magical Attack Damage.
• Further Upgrades: +1 damage increment, +2 damage increments
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• PUSH (requires Jet): after successfully hitting an opponent with Jet, you can Push them
back 5ft, provided you beat them in a Control Roll.
• Further Upgrades: 10ft, 15ft
• SELECTIVE: you and your allies no longer suffer any penalties (or damage) as a result of
this smoke Spell, though they continue to benefit from its advantages.
• SIGIL* (circumstance, requires Stun, Toxic or Jet): you place a magical Sigil on a hard
surface, and that Sigil magically strikes whoever triggers it. Once triggered, the Sigil
strikes its target without requiring an attack roll or allowing for a Dodge roll. The Sigil is
triggered by anyone or anything that comes within its zone, which is a sphere with a
radius of 10ft. If you place a Sigil outside of combat, you need to roll Sneaking or
Prestidigitation to determine how well it is concealed from enemies, whereas in the chaos
of combat, only the most devilishly clever and/or observant enemies will suspect a Sigil,
let alone spot it. However, even a reasonably clever enemy damaged by a Sigil may
become more cautious from that point onward.
• STUN: your Smoke attack Stuns those it hits. In the case of a regular Smoke attack, those
caught in the initial eruption of the Smoke column are Stunned unless they Roll a 15 or
over to Dodge. In the case of a Smoke Jet, the target is Stunned if they are successfully
hit.
• TOXIC*: Smoke does Lesser Damage to anyone caught in its column when it first erupts.
Also, anyone who starts their turn in a column of Toxic Smoke takes Lesser Damage, as
does anyone who moves into it or is moved into it.
• Further Upgrades: +1 damage increment, +2 damage increment

*SMOKE SPELL FEATURE RESTRICTIONS
• Enchant Attack, Enchant Armour and Sigil cannot be paired with one another in a single
Spell, and adding Range to them only increases the distance from which you can place
the enchantment, not how far its resulting magical damage can travel.
• Jet and Toxic cannot be paired with one another in a single Spell, though Stun can be
paired with either.
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THE WAY OF THE GRIT
Sand & Glue Magic
Having even a single rank in The Way of the Grit makes one able to make basic sand and glue
attacks, which function as follows by default:

BASIC SAND OR GLUE ATTACK
•
•
•
•
•
•

Target: burst in a 5ft diameter sphere
Range: 5ft
Damage: none
Cost: 3 Action Points
Duration: 1 round
Dodge 15 and up: no effect

SCHOOL NOTES
• Lingering sand makes immaterial targets vulnerable to physical attacks, and cuts the
Action Points of mechanical targets in half.
• Lingering sand boosts the damage done by physical attacks, and the damage caused by
bleeding.
• Lingering sand reduces the impact of fire, frost, shock and healing by 1 damage
increment, unless the sand in question is making an immaterial target tangible, or
jamming up the gears of a mechanical target.
• Sand washes away oil, water and acid, as does glue, but sand and glue do not wash one
another away.
• Glue makes people sticky, requiring them to free themselves before they can move again.

UPGRADING THE WAY OF THE GRIT
Each time you spend Ability Points to create and upgrade Spells, you can choose to upgrade
your overall performance in this School instead, using the same rules. Each time you upgrade The
Way of the Grit, it increases the Duration of all Sand and Glue attacks and Spells by 1 turn. You can
keep track of these upgrades to the School by putting a “+” next to its name on your Character Sheet
each time, and then writing down and tracking the duration of each relevant magical attack and Spell
on the second page of your Character Sheet.

SAND SPELL FEATURES
• DIAMETER: extends the diameter of the Spell’s burst to 10ft.
• Further Upgrades: 15ft, 20ft
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• GLASS CARAPACE*: at the cost of 2 Action Points, you cast a sand Spell that covers
each individual caught within it in a Glass Carapace that provides a temporary bonus of
+2 to their Armour and Aura. The length of time these Carapaces remains in existence is
determined by the duration of your sand Spells (as determined by how often you have
upgraded The Way of the Grit).
• Further Upgrades: +3 to Armour and Aura, +4 to Armour and Aura
• GLASS SHARDS*: this sand Spell now contains rapidly-swirling, razor-sharp shards of
glass, doing Lesser Magical Damage to those caught in it unless they successfully Dodge.
• Further Upgrades: +1 damage increment, +2 damage increments
• GLASS SPAR*: at the cost of 2 Action Points, you instantaneously shape Sand into a
long, Glass Spar with a needle-sharp point. You can then wield this Glass Spar as a
melee weapon as if you were trained in its use, even if you have no ranks in The School
of the Brand. Since this is a physical weapon of a magical nature, it can hit even
immaterial targets, and even though its chance to hit is determined by your Physical Aim
Bonus, it does Magical Attack Damage. The length of time this Spar remains in existence
is determined by the duration of your Sand Spells (as determined by how often you have
upgraded The Way of the Grit), and its melee reach can be extended by upgrading its
Range.
• Further Upgrades: +1 damage increment, +2 damage increments
• INTENSIFY (requires Jet or Glass Shards): at the cost of 2 Action Points, you charge up
the Spell so that it does double damage once it is cast (at the usual cost of another 3
Action Points). If an Intensified Spell is a Critical Success, it does triple damage and Stuns
its target.
• JET*: turns a basic attack with sand into a powerful Jet that hits a single target hard
enough to do Magical Attack Damage.
• Further Upgrades: +1 damage increment, +2 damage increments
• PUSH (requires Jet): after successfully hitting an opponent with Jet, you can Push them
back 5ft, provided you beat them in a Control Roll.
• Further Upgrades: 10ft, 15ft
• RANGE: extend the range of the Spell to 10ft.
• Further Upgrades: 15ft, 20ft

*SAND SPELL FEATURE RESTRICTIONS
• Jet, Glass Shards, Glass Spar and Glass Carapace cannot be paired with one another in
a single Spell, and thus Intensify cannot be paired with either Glass Spar or Glass
Carapace. Diameter cannot be added to Jet or Glass Spar.
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GLUE SPELL FEATURES
• CRUSHING: this glue Spell does Lesser Damage to whomever it captures by Crushing
them as it constricts.
• DIAMETER: extends the diameter of the Spell’s burst to 10ft
• Further Upgrades: 15ft, 20ft
• PATCH*: this glue Spell now leaves behind a Patch of glue lingers for an hour on a hard
surface. Anyone who starts their turn in a Patch of glue becomes stuck and must free
themselves in order to keep moving, as does anyone who moves into it or is moved into it.
This Spell can also be used to scale otherwise slick surfaces, though one risks getting
stuck partway.
• PITCH: this Spell’s Glue is now flammable, so that it can trigger or be triggered by Fire or
Shock, doing Lesser Damage to anyone caught in the blaze.
• Further Upgrades: +1 damage increment, +2 damage increments
• RANGE: extend the range of the Spell to 10ft
• Further Upgrades: 15ft, 20ft
• SIGIL* (circumstance): you place a magical Sigil on a hard surface, and that Sigil
magically captures whoever triggers it. Once triggered, the Sigil captures its target without
requiring an attack roll or allowing for a Dodge roll, making them instantly sticky. The Sigil
is triggered by anyone or anything that comes within its zone, which is a sphere with a
radius of 10ft. If you place a Sigil outside of combat, you need to roll Sneaking or
Prestidigitation to determine how well it is concealed from enemies, whereas in the chaos
of combat, only the most devilishly clever and/or observant enemies will suspect a Sigil,
let alone spot it. However, even a reasonably clever enemy damaged by a Sigil may
become more cautious from that point onward.
• STRENGTHEN: raises the threshold to successfully escape this glue Spell with a Flexing
Roll by +1
• Further Upgrades: raises the threshold by +2, raises the threshold by +3
• TETHER* (requires Range): you keep a long tether of Glue attached to this glue Spell,
so that when it captures someone, you can immediately attempt to pull them to you by
defeating them in a Control Roll (at no extra cost in Action Points). Even if the Glue Spell
captures more than one target, you can only attempt to pull one of them to you by default.
This glue Spell can also be used to more quickly and easily scale colossal opponents.
• Further Upgrades: attempt to pull 2 targets, attempt to pull 3 targets

*SPELL FEATURE RESTRICTIONS
• Tether and Sigil cannot be paired with one another in a single Spell.
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THE MAGICAL ARTS:

PART TWO — SCHOOLS OF
ARCANE COMBAT & THEIR SPELLS
THE WAY OF THE BLOOD
Magical Healing & Harming
The Way of the Blood allows you to magically tap directly into the life force of other living creatures in
order to heal them by ridding them of their injuries, or hurt them by draining them of their health.
However, when you steal someone’s health or remove the damage that was done to them, you have
to hold what you took from them within your Aura as raw, volatile magical energy that must be
redirected elsewhere before it explodes and harms you. The Way of the Blood demands that health
can only be given if it is first taken, and that the harm one has suffered cannot be undone, only shifted
to another. It’s a zero sum game, and you’re just a conduit.
Each Spell in The Way of the Blood must then be followed by another of the opposite sort,
each of them with their own cost in Action Points — a Harm Spell must be followed by a Heal Spell,
and vice versa. The first of these Spells — which draws Life Points or damage out of the initial target
— is referred to as Harvesting. The second — which sends the damage or Life Points harvested into
a second target — is referred to as Redirection.
Having even a single rank in The Way of the Blood allows one able to cast either of these
basic Blood Spells:

BASIC HARM SPELL (Harvesting Life Points)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initial Target: individual enemy (living, biological) — vs. Aura
Range: 5ft
Damage: 1d6 + (Mystical + Might)/2 (magical in nature)
Cost: 3 Action Points
Duration: none
Volatility: can be held for 1 round before damaging caster
• Redirection Target: individual ally (living, biological)
• Redirection Range: 5ft
• Redirection Effect: healing equivalent to initial damage
• Redirection Cost: 3 Action Points
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BASIC HEAL SPELL (Harvesting Existing Damage)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Target: individual ally (living, biological)
Range: 5ft
Effect: target recovers 1d6 Life Points + (Mystical + Might)/2 (magical in nature)
Cost: 3 Action Points
Duration: none
Volatility: can be held for 1 round before damaging caster
• Redirection Target: individual opponent (living, biological) — vs. Aura
• Redirection Range: 5ft
• Redirection Effect: damage equivalent to initial healing
• Redirection Cost: 3 Action Points

SCHOOL NOTES
• Blood Spells need living, organic targets, and so you cannot even attempt to direct one at
a robot, a ghost, or any type of artificial or undead creature. You also cannot damage or
repair inanimate objects with Blood Spells.
• When you target someone with a Harm Spell or the redirected energy from a Heal Spell,
you must roll to attack them as you would with any other magical attack with an individual
target (needing to beat their Aura Score with a Magical Attack Roll). However, when you
target someone with a Heal Spell or the redirected energy from a Harm Spell, you don’t
have to compete against their Aura in order to succeed; you do have to roll a d20, but only
to see whether the Spell fails entirely (on a Natural 1), or if it provides double the benefits
(on a Natural 20). Anything in between is a regular success.
• Rolling a Natural 1 when attempting to redirect a Blood Spell always damages the caster,
regardless of whether the initial Spell harmed or healed its target. The damage to the
caster in the case of such a Critical Failure is always equivalent to the amount of damage
caused or healed by the initial Spell.
• Missing a target with the damage of a redirected Healing Spell harmlessly rids you of the
initial Spell’s volatile energy; it instantly dissipates, so it can no longer hurt you, but you
also can’t use it to hurt anyone else.
• By default, the amount of healing or damage a Blood Spell can redirect is limited by the
Life Points of the initial Spell’s target. For example, if a Heal Spell is cast on an ally with
only 1 Life Point less than their maximum, the redirected Spell can only do 1 point of
damage. Similarly, if a Harm Spell is cast on an enemy with only 1 Life Point remaining,
the redirected Spell can only heal 1 point of damage.
• You can ignore the Aura score of unconscious enemies when targeting them with a Harm
Spell or redirecting the damage from a Heal Spell; roll to hit them as you would when
targeting an ally with a Heal Spell or the redirected Life Points from a Harm Spell.
• Any Blood Spell can be used either to Heal or Harm, regardless of upgrades, unless
otherwise indicated.
• Outside of combat, you can attempt to use Harm Spells on small animals in order to Heal
your allies. However, any small animal weak enough to be killed with a single Harm Spell
will only grant you 1 Life Point to redirect, and any animal that survives a Harm Spell will
become aggressive, either alone or as part of a sudden swarm. You can also attempt to
use Harm Spells on vegetation outside of combat, but only large trees will provide any Life
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Points in this fashion, and — even then — only at a rate of 1 Life Point per hour.
Attempting to redirect a Heal Spell into a small animal outside of combat will cause the
Spell to backfire if it instantly kills the animal. Attempting to redirect a Heal Spell into
vegetation of any kind will always cause the Spell to backfire.
• A sandy target is always less affected by any Blood Spell cast upon them.

UPGRADING THE WAY OF THE BLOOD
Each time you spend Ability Points to create and upgrade Spells, you can choose to upgrade
your overall performance in this School instead, using the same rules. Each time you upgrade The
Way of the Blood, you raise the effectiveness of all of its Spells by 1 damage increment. You can
keep track of these upgrades to the School by putting a “+” next to its name on your Character Sheet
each time, and then writing down and tracking the damage done by each relevant magical attack and
Spell on the second page of your Character Sheet.

BLOOD SPELL FEATURES
• ANIMATE* (circumstance): after having cast this Spell to do Harm, you can redirect the
Life Points you’ve taken into a freshly inert corpse, reanimating it until the end of combat
or until its new Life Points expire, whichever comes first. This animated corpse counts as
undead, and you can command it to move and perform simple attacks equivalent to the
simple attacks it could perform when alive. However, your animated ally has no Action
Points of its own, so it must share yours every round. By default, you can only have one
animated ally at a time. Allies animated in this fashion cannot benefit from further healing
of any kind. Allies animated outside of combat will only last for a minute before becoming
inert again.
• Further Upgrades:
• Animate Object: additional option — the object must be inanimate and roughly
between a toaster and a refrigerator in size. It becomes magically articulate and
mobile as a result of the Spell, shares your Statistics & Leanings, and can
perform simple attacks which are either Physical or Elemental in nature,
depending on the nature of the object, and those attacks do Lesser Damage.
The object has no Spells or Special Attacks. Very old corpses (skeletons) count
as inanimate objects for the purpose of this Spell.
• Seconded: you can have two animated allies at a given time.
• BUILDUP: you can now use this Spell a second time in the same way (Heal or Harm)
before redirecting the energy from the first, adding up the results of both Spells before
redirecting them at a single target simultaneously.
• Further Upgrades:
• Third Time
• Fourth Time
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• CHAIN* (multi): this Spell can hit a second target within 5ft of the first, with the success of
each hit rolled individually, and each successful hit doing the equivalent of Lesser
Damage. The first hit must be successful in order for the second to work. If Range is
added to a Chain, it can leap further than 5ft between targets, but only if the total distance
travelled by the Chain does not exceed its maximum Range. This feature cannot be used
for redirection.
• Further Upgrades:
• Third Target
• Fourth Target
• ENCHANT*: you can now redirect this Spell into an object in order to store it for later. The
Life Points taken by a Harm Spell can be redirected into a beverage so that it becomes a
Healing Potion anyone can consume (this requires having a beverage on you for this
purpose). The damage undone by a Heal Spell can be redirected into a weapon so that it
is added to its next successful attack (the weapon must be an inanimate object distinct
from its wielder; you cannot enchant a fist or fangs in this fashion).
• EXCESS: this Spell can now exceed the limits of its target(s) Life Points by 5. A Harm
Spell can now pull 5 more Life Points than its target has left, and a Heal Spell can now
temporarily raise its target’s maximum Life Points by 5. That new maximum remains in
effect until the target’s Life Points dip back below their usual maximum as a result of
damage, or until combat ends, whichever comes first. If you use Juice Points to cast this
Spell outside of combat, your target’s new maximum of Life Points remains in effect for an
hour, or until their Life Points dip back below their usual maximum as a result of damage,
whichever comes first. All of this also applies to redirected healing or damage done with
this Spell.
• Further Upgrades:
• 10 Life Points
• 15 Life Points
• RANGE: extend the range of the Spell to 10ft
• Further Upgrades:
• 15ft
• 20ft
• TURN INWARD: you can now direct this Spell at yourself, using it to Heal or Harm
yourself, both with the initial casting and the redirected energy.
• STABILIZE: you can hold the energy from this spell up to 2 turns before it explodes and
harms you.
• Further Upgrades:
• 3 turns
• 4 ever: holding energy from a Blood Spell in your Aura will never harm you; that
energy can be held indefinitely.
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*SPELL FEATURE RESTRICTIONS
• Animate, Chain and Enchant cannot be paired with one another in a single Spell. Turn
Inward and Animate cannot be paired together in a single Spell.
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THE WAY OF THE BOON
Radiating Empowerment
The Way of the Boon functions quite differently than other Schools of Magical Combat. Unlike most
Spells and Magical Attacks, Boons radiate outwards from their caster’s Aura, affecting allies (or
enemies) within their Sphere of Influence until the Boons are deactivated or interrupted. Most Boons
automatically grant passive bonuses to allies within their reach, but some can be altered to impose
passive penalties on enemies.
Unlike most Schools of Magical Combat, having ranks in The Way of the Boon does not
automatically give you access to a basic version of what the School as to offer. However, all Boons
follow this basic template before they are upgraded:

BOON TEMPLATE
•
•
•
•

Target: spherical zone with a 10ft radius
Range: none, centred on the caster
Effect: variable, dependent on selected Boon
Costs:
• 3 Action Points to initiate
• 1 Action Point to maintain on subsequent turns
• deactivation costs 0 Action Points
Duration
unless maintained: until the beginning of your next turn
•

SCHOOL NOTES
• A Boon automatically grants its bonuses to its caster and any of their allies within its
sphere of influence, and automatically avoids granting its bonuses to enemies. There is no
rolling involved.
• A Boon emanates from the caster’s Aura, and reaches the range that it does magically
regardless of barriers, magical or otherwise.
• A caster can’t have two different Boons active simultaneously, and must thus stop
deactivate one before initiating another. However, multiple Boons can be active
simultaneously, and their spheres of influence can overlap, as long as each one emanates
from a different caster.
• Outside of combat, a Boon lasts an hour, but it costs 1 Juice Point to initiate it, and
another Juice Point for every hour it is maintained beyond the first. If a caster has a Boon
active as a combat encounter begins, they begin the encounter with the Boon’s bonuses
already active, and don’t need to spend 3 Action Points to initiate it.
• If a caster with an active Boon is killed or rendered unconscious, their Boon is
immediately interrupted.
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UPGRADING THE WAY OF THE BOON
Each time you spend Ability Points to create and upgrade Spells, you can choose to upgrade
your overall performance in this School instead, using the same rules. Each time you upgrade The
Way of the Boon, it boosts all of your Boons by adding another 5ft to the radius of their sphere of
influence. You can keep track of these upgrades to the School by putting a “+” next to its name on
your Character Sheet each time, and then writing down and tracking the reach of all of your Boons on
the second page of your Character Sheet.

BOON FEATURES
• BANE: instead of granting bonuses to allies, the Boon becomes a Bane, imposing
equivalent penalties upon enemies within range instead. All penalties are simply the
inverse of their bonuses (a +2 to Defence becomes a -2 to Defence, for example, and
enemies lose Action Points each turn instead of gaining extra ones). If Bane is paired with
Finale, it harms enemies within range when it is deactivated rather than heal allies. The
effects of a Bane cannot be avoided when within its sphere of influence. A Bane does not
affect the caster. Once a Boon has been upgraded into a Bane, it can only be used in that
way.
• FASTER: every ally within the Boon’s sphere of influence gains +1 Action Point at the
beginning of every turn for the duration of the Boon, up to their maximum.
• Further Upgrades: +2 Action Points per turn, +1 to Action Point maximum
• FINALE: when this Boon ends (deactivated, interrupted, left to elapse), it sends out a
magical burst that grants all allies within its reach the power to instantly heal themselves
for 1d6 + their Level in Life Points (up to their respective maximums).
• Further Upgrades: 1d10 + their Level in Life Points, 2d8 + their Level in Life
Points
• HARDER: every ally within the Boon’s sphere of influence gains a +2 to all their Damage
Rolls for the duration of the Boon.
• Further Upgrades: +3 to damage, +4 to damage
• LUCKIER: every ally within the Boon’s sphere of influence can re-roll Critical Failures
once per turn. If Luckier is paired with Bane, each enemy within the Bane’s influence must
re-roll one Critical Success per turn.
• SHARPER: every ally within range of the caster gains +1 to all their Attack Rolls for the
duration of the Boon.
• Further Upgrades: +2 to all attack rolls, +3 to all attack rolls
• TOUGHER: every ally within range of the caster gains a +1 to their Defence for the
duration of the Boon, boosting their Armour Score, Aura Score, Control Rolls and Dodge
Rolls by the same amount.
• Further Upgrades: +2 to Defence, +3 to Defence
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• VIRTUOSITY: every ally within range of the caster gets a +2 to Skill Rolls for the duration
of the tune, including Background Talent Rolls
• Further Upgrades: +3 to Skill Rolls +4

*SPELL FEATURE RESTRICTIONS
• None
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THE WAY OF THE COSMOS
Space & Time
The Way of the Cosmos allows you to bend and fold both time and space in order to give yourself and
your allies a variety of tactical advantages. None of its Spells are overtly aggressive, but they give
you a control over your immediate surroundings that can be devastating and/or life-saving, with a little
creativity and cleverness.
Having a rank or more in The Way of the Cosmos doesn’t give you a basic attack, but it does
give you a Sphere of Influence, centred on your character, which determines the reach of all of your
Cosmic Spells. By default, your Sphere of Influence has a 10ft radius, but it can be extended
through upgrades.

SCHOOL NOTES
• The Way of the Cosmos’ Spells aren’t upgraded the way other Spells are; rather than
creating Spells by adding features to a basic attack, in The Way of the Cosmos, you pick
discrete Spells and upgrade each in its own individual way, much like you do with Special
Attacks in a School of Physical Combat.
• Many Spells in this school can lead to people taking damage by falling from a significant
height, either intentionally or unintentionally. Keep

UPGRADING THE WAY OF THE COSMOS
Each time you spend Ability Points to create and upgrade Spells, you can choose to upgrade
your overall performance in this School instead, using the same rules. Each time you upgrade The
Way of the Cosmos, you extend the radius of your Sphere of Influence by 5ft, and boost the duration
or damage of certain Cosmic Spells, as specified in their descriptions below. You can keep track of
these upgrades to the School by putting a “+” next to its name on your Character Sheet each time,
and then writing down and tracking the reach of all of your Cosmic Spells on the second page of your
Character Sheet.
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COSMIC SPELLS
BARRIER: at the cost of 3 Action Points, you create a solid wall of cosmic energy that is 5ft by 5ft,
and only 1 inch thick. From one side, the Barrier looks like a slightly shimmering pane of glass, from
the other, it looks like a mirror. You can create this barrier in any unoccupied space visible within your
Sphere of Influence, and position it however you choose (upright like a wall, horizontal like a platform,
on a slant, etcetera). The Barrier is nearly frictionless, so it is considered Slippery, and it is
impenetrable until it is destroyed by physical and/or magical attacks, or until the end of combat,
whichever comes first. Outside of combat, a Barrier will last for an hour before disappearing. The
amount of damage your Barrier can take before it is destroyed is 1d8 for every Upgrade to The Way
of the Cosmos. If you summon more than one Barrier, you can have them connect seamlessly end-toend to form a longer Barrier, or stacked one behind the other to make a thicker Barrier, but each
Barrier must be destroyed individually. Gates can be placed upon Barriers. NOTE: Barriers are
geosynchronous, staying in place relative to the Earth and its rotation.
BARRIER UPGRADES:
• Two for One: you can create two Barriers simultaneously for only 3 Action Points (in
combat) or 1 Juice Point (out of combat).
• Three for One: you can create three Barriers simultaneously for only 3 Action Points (in
combat) or 1 Juice Point (out of combat).
Magic
Mirror: magical attacks and Spells now pass through your Barriers from the
•
transparent side, but bounce off of the reflective side. Physical attacks still damage your
Barriers normally.
DOUBLE YOU: at the cost of 3 Action Points, you summon a second instance of yourself into being
so that there are briefly two of you. Your double is identical to you in every way and capable of doing
anything you can, but their paradoxical existence makes them fragile. As such, they have no Action
Points or Life Points of their own, needing to share yours (their actions deplete your AP, and damage
to them depletes your LP). Also, they can only remain in existence for 2 rounds of combat. When
summoned, your double can appear anywhere within your cosmic Sphere of Influence that you can
see, and their sudden manifestation doesn’t provoke any Jabs from enemies. Anything that affects
one of you affects both of you, and you always share the same spot in the Readiness Order. You
cannot banish your double by choice; they remain in play until their time is up. Outside of combat,
your double remains in existence for two minutes by default, and costs a Juice Point. Each character
can only have one double of themselves in existence at any given time.
DOUBLE YOU UPGRADES:
• Extend Paradox: increase the lifespan of your double to 3 rounds in combat, 3 minutes
out of combat
• Extend Paradox: increase the lifespan of your double to 4 rounds in combat, 4 minutes
out of combat
Double
Them: additional option — create a double of another player character
•
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GATES: you can create two teleportation Gates on any sufficiently large, solid, flat surfaces visible
within your Sphere of Influence. These Gates are circular, 5ft in diameter apiece, and linked to one
another so that anything that enters one immediately exits the other as if through a door, maintaining
its velocity and trajectory. Each Gate costs 3 Action Points to create, and remains open until combat
ends or until you create another Gate, whichever comes first (you choose which of your existing
Gates gets replaced by your new one). Outside of combat, each Gate costs 1 Juice Point to create,
and they only last 1 minute apiece. Gates don’t need to remain in contact with your sphere of
influence to remain functional — you can move away from the first before opening the second. Also: if
someone is halfway through a set of Gates as they are closing, they are harmlessly pushed out.
GATES UPGRADES:
• Two For One: you can create two Gates simultaneously for only 3 Action Points (in
combat) or 1 Juice Point (out of combat).
• Swiss Cheese: you can have two sets of Gates open simultaneously, but they link up with
one another according to the order in which they were created (the first with the second,
the third with the fourth).
• Open Wide: you can create Gates up to 10ft in diameter, and your Gates outside of
combat can remain open up to 10 minutes.
GRAVITY SHIFT: at the cost of 3 Action Points, you alter your own relationship with gravity, making
yourself able to walk on walls and ceilings as if they were the floor for the duration of combat. Outside
of combat, the effect only lasts for 1 minute and costs a Juice Point.
GRAVITY SHIFT UPGRADES:
• Hover: while Gravity Shifted, you hover 1ft off of the ground, or any surface that functions
as the ground for you for the duration of the Spell (walls, ceilings, etcetera). You can also
hover over large bodies of water or other liquids as if they were solid ground. While
hovering, you can move normally, but you are unimpeded by any obstructions in the
terrain; you cannot slip and fall, you cannot get caught in glue, you cannot fall into acid,
and you cannot be tripped. You cannot take damage from falling while Hover is active.
• Flight: while Gravity Shifted, you make yourself able to fly in any direction for the
duration of the Spell. While flying, you move 20ft per Action Point, and you are in no
way tethered by gravity as you do so.
• Gift of Gravity: you are able to cast Gravity Shift on any visible ally within your cosmic
Sphere of Influence.
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PHASE SHIFT: you can temporarily Shift yourself out of Phase with material reality. While Phase
Shifted, you can see, hear, speak, breathe and move normally, but you are otherwise unable to
interact with the world physically (you cannot move or pickup objects, perform physical attacks,
etcetera). This means that you are temporarily impervious to physical attacks (they pass through you)
and you can pass through physical barriers such as walls and corporeal enemies. You are also faintly
luminescent and translucent while Phase Shifted. You can still cast Spells while Phased Shifted, and
you are still vulnerable to magical attacks, including ones that leave a lingering trace, such as water,
oil, sand or glue. Also, you cannot pass through magical barriers, or surfaces that have been imbued
with magic. By default, Phase Shift only lasts for 1 turn in combat, 1 minute outside of combat. If you
are still partway through something solid when Phase Shift ends, you are immediately and harmlessly
pushed out in whichever direction is fastest.
PHASE SHIFT UPGRADES:
• Shiftier: 2 turns in combat, 5 minutes outside of combat
• Shiftiest: 3 turns in combat, 10 minutes outside of combat
• Shift Other: you can Phase Shift a visible ally or enemy within your Sphere of Influence.
In order to Phase Shift an enemy, you must beat them in a Control Roll (failing to do so
wastes your Action Points but has no other effect).
RELOCATE: you instantaneously teleport to any unoccupied space within your Sphere of Influence
that you can see; this doesn’t provoke Jabs.
RELOCATE UPGRADES:
• Relocate Other One — Allies: additional option — you can teleport an ally instead of
yourself, provided they are visible to you and within your sphere of influence.
• Relocate Other Two — Enemies: additional option — you can teleport an enemy
instead of yourself or an ally, provided they are visible to you and within your sphere of
influence. Relocating an enemy against their will requires that you beat them in a
Control Roll. If your enemy has no remaining Action Points, you succeed automatically.
• Relocate Attack: you can now Relocate to a space occupied by an enemy, doing magical
to them equivalent to 1d6 + (Mystical + Might)/2 (this damage increases by 1 increment
with every Upgrade to The Way of the Cosmos). An enemy attacked in this manner is also
pushed back 5ft in the direction of your choice, and cannot Resist. The enemy in question
can however attempt to Dodge the attack altogether. If they roll a 15-19, they choose the
direction in which they are displaced and take half-damage. If they roll a 20 or higher, they
remain where they are, choose the direction in which you are displaced, and take no
damage.
SWAP: you instantly swap places with any visible ally within your Sphere of Influence without either
of you provoking any Jabs from enemies.
SWAP UPGRADES:
• Swap Friends: you can make two visible allies within your Sphere of Influence Swap with
one another rather than with you.
• Threeway Swap: you can Swap yourself and two visible allies within your sphere of
influence with one Swap.
• Swapping with the Enemy: you can involve an enemy in a Swap, though only if you can
beat them in a Control Roll (failing to do so wastes your Action Points but has no other
effect).
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TIME DILATION: at the cost of 3 Action Points, you can change an ally’s position on the Readiness
Track to their advantage, bumping them up to 2 spots, up until the point where they are next, as long
as they are visible and within your Sphere of Influence.
TIME DILATION UPGRADES:
• Faster: 3 spots (up to next)
• Even Faster: 4 spots (up to next)
• Reverse: additional option — you can use Time Dilation on an enemy, pushing them back
on the Readiness Track by 2 to 4 spots (depending on your other upgrades to this Spell),
up until the point where they are last (right before you on your next turn), provided they
are visible and within your sphere of influence, and provided you beat them in a Control
Roll.

*SPELL FEATURE RESTRICTIONS
• All Cosmic Spells are discrete; they cannot be combined into a single Spell.
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LIST OF NEAT TRICKS
01. ASK QUESTIONS LATER: at the cost of 1 Juice Point, you can use an Intimidate Roll on a
freshly killed enemy to get them to answer 3 questions within a span of 5 minutes. The deceased
enemy doesn’t regain any Life Points or Action Points; they just regain a flicker of consciousness in
response to each question, dying again as soon as they’ve answered each one.
02. BABELGHOST: at the cost of 1 Juice Point, you become fluent for 1 hour in any language by
getting yourself partially possessed by the spirit of a random deceased individual who is fluent in said
language. You don’t need to know the name or origin of the language in question; you just need to
focus on a written or spoken instance of it. The possession is painless, but it results in you sharing
control of your body and faculties with another entity. The spirit in question is an NPC and thus
controlled by the Mayor, requiring you to win its cooperation through Charm, Alienate and/or
Intimidate Rolls.
03. BEAST CHAT: you can communicate verbally with normally non-verbal creatures. The creatures
can understand what you say out loud, and they can respond verbally in a way that is intelligible to
you, though certain concepts may be difficult for the creatures in question to grasp or convey,
depending on the sophistication of their thought processes. This Neat Trick doesn’t compel creatures
to obey you, but it might make it easier for you to Charm, Intimidate or Alienate them, depending on
your approach and the circumstances.
04. BLESSED: any undead creature who comes into physical contact with you takes damage
equivalent to 1d4 + your Might (minimum of 1). This applies to any unarmed melee attacks they make
against you, and any unarmed melee attacks you make against them. Undead creatures also find you
inherently upsetting, giving you a +2 to Alienate or Intimidate them, but a -2 to Charm them.
05. CROWD WORK: you get a bonus of +3 to Charm, Intimidate and Alienate Rolls directed at
groups of 10 or more people. Trying to work a crowd in this manner does not cost you any Juice
Points, unless you roll a Critical Failure in the attempt, at which point you lose 1 Juice Point.
06. DYING HARDER: you can stay upright and keep fighting in combat even after having been
reduced to zero Life Points or less, at the cost of 1 Juice Point per round of combat.
07. FORGET ME NOW: you can use 1 Juice Point and a successful Alienate Roll to make someone
permanently forget you exist, even if they’ve interacted with you before. The difficulty of the roll is
determined by the frequency and nature of your past interactions, but the attempt does not require a
direct interaction, just line of sight.
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08. HEIGHTENED SENSES: you can uncannily heighten your hearing and sense of smell for thirty
minutes per Juice Point, granting you the following abilities:
• You can perceive your immediate surroundings in great detail through smell and
echolocation, even if you are unable to see them due to darkness or blindness, for
example.
• You gain a +2 to Observation Rolls to find Sneaking enemies or concealed traps.
• You gain a +2 to Reading People Rolls when trying to determine if someone is lying or
otherwise attempting to conceal something from you.
• You can use Observation Rolls to track the scent of a living creature.
• You can use Observation Rolls to determine how many people and/or living creatures are
in another room without looking into it, even through a door or thin wall.
09. HYPERALLERGENIC: your body chemistry is such that any enemy who attempts to bite and/or
ingest you takes as much damage as they do to you in the process.
10. HYPERFOCUS: you get a +2 to all Skill Rolls and Readiness Rolls whenever you have maximum
Juice Points. However, you take a -2 to all Skill Rolls and Readiness Rolls whenever you are out of
Juice Points.
11. KEEPING TABS: you can create a tiny device that’s mystically connected to you so that you can
always tell exactly where it is relative to you, in terms of its distance and direction, no matter where it
goes. This device can then be attached to an object, person, creature or projectile with a
Prestidigitation Roll that determines its chances of remaining undetected. The device is essentially
indestructible while undetected, but it can be very easily detached and/or destroyed once it’s
discovered. Crafting this device must be done out of combat and costs 1 Juice Point, but you can
store up to 5 of them on your person indefinitely. Attaching one to anything or anyone in combat costs
3 Action Points.
12. LUDDITE BY NATURE: you get a +2 to Attack Rolls against robots, and +2 damage to all
successful attacks against robots. However, you also get a -2 to your Computers Skill, and to any
Research Roll involving an electronic device. Robots and other autonomous electronics are
particularly likely to become hostile towards you.
13. PET TATTOO: you gain a tattoo of a tiny creature anywhere on your body, which you can then
turn into an obedient pet made of silent, magical shadows for 1 Juice Point per 10 minute burst. While
the tattoo is in pet form, it can move autonomously up 30ft away from you along any opaque surface,
moving along it like a shadow, as long as it remains in your field of vision. It can hear your thoughts
and will follow your every instruction to the best of its ability. It can also pick up and carry objects
weighing 5 pounds or less, or exert an equivalent amount of force on any physical object it can reach.
However, it has no attacks and cannot be attacked in turn. In combat, your pet tattoo shares your
Action Points. If your tattoo pet needs to perform a Sneaking or Prestidigitation Roll, it does so using
your score in the relevant Skill with a bonus of +4.
14. PRETENDEAD: at the cost of 1 Juice Point, you can hold your breath, stop your pulse and
become completely insensible to pain for up to 10 minutes. During this time, you can either remain
immobile or move normally, even fight, but you can’t speak.
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15. SELECTIVE SPEECH: at the cost of 1 Juice Point, you can speak or even yell a sentence out
loud that only the individuals you designate can hear, no matter how loudly you scream it.
Alternatively, you can write a sentence down that only the individuals you designate can see at all, no
matter how large the letters are, or what you use to write them.
16. SOCIAL BUTTERFLY: at the cost of 1 Juice Point, you can have a Charm Roll retroactively
create a past relationship between you and a non-player character that you’re encountering in-game
for the first time. The Charm Roll still functions as a Charm Roll, but a high result instantly grants you
useful prior knowledge about the character, and a low roll instantly grants the character an
embarrassing personal memory about you.
17. SOLAR BATTERY: you absorb and store solar energy, which you can then release to light
darkened spaces. For every two hours that you spend in direct sunlight, you regain 1 Juice Point, up
to your maximum. You can also cause your body to glow brightly enough to illuminate everything
around you in a 30ft radius as if with natural daylight at the cost of 1 Juice Point per hour. As a sideeffect of your mystical connection with the sun, you always know exactly what time it is and which
way is north.
18. WEAPON IMPROV: you can use ordinary found objects as makeshift weapons without penalty. If
you have ranks in The Way of the Brand, you can use found objects as makeshift melee weapons. If
you have ranks in The Way of the Dart, you can use found objects as makeshift projectiles. If you
have ranks in The Way of the Aegis, you can use found objects as makeshift shields. Only objects
with at least remotely appropriate properties in terms of size, weight and solidity can be used as
makeshift weapons in this manner. For example, a pen or a billiard ball could work as improvised
melee weapons or projectiles, but a strawberry or a washcloth could not. A metal trashcan lid or
detached car door could work as an improvised shield, but a painting or a paperback book could not.
Also, improvised weapons are prone to breaking with use. Ultimately, the Mayor decides what can be
used in this capacity, and how long it can be used before breaking.
19. WHO DIS: you can flawlessly imitate the voice of anyone whose voice you have heard before.
20. WIDER WINDOW: you have a higher chance of scoring a Critical Success or a Critical Failure on
any d20 roll. For you, a roll of 19 on a d20 also counts as a Critical Success, and a roll of 2 also
counts as a Critical Failure.
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ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS
MY WEBSITE CURRENTLY MAKES THESE OTHER
DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE AS COMPANIONS TO THIS ONE
THE CHARACTER SHEET
Each player in a game needs a Character Sheet of their own on which to craft and upgrade their player
character. The Character Sheets have been designed to help players keep track of what they can do quickly
and easily, with (hopefully) minimal need to consult this manual during combat or other dynamic encounters.
Each player should thus always make sure that they have their Character Sheet ready at hand, and that it is
accurate, up-to-date and in keeping with the rules here (and whatever modifications and/or house rules you’ve
all agreed on).
The character sheet consists of two pages, each of which has its primary use. The first sheet includes a
section for basic building blocks of your character, as well sections for their Skills, Talents, Languages, Neat
Tricks, notes and equipment, which is to say: most of what you’ll need to roleplaying and out-of-combat
scenarios. Meanwhile, the second page features your character’s mechanical characteristics with regards to
combat, such as their Life Points, their Aim and Damage Bonuses, their Control and Dodge Bonuses, etcetera.
It also provides plenty of space to write down the crucial information concerning your Basic Attacks, Special
Attacks and Spells. In other words, the second page contains most of what you’ll need for combat scenarios.
The Character Sheet is arranged this way so as to cut down on how often one needs to flip it over (one page
for combat situations, one page for out-of-combat situations), but I am still fine-tuning it. Though this is by far
the best version I’ve put together so far, I imagine I’ll keep tweaking it every so often.

THE ENCOUNTER SHEET
I have also provided Encounter Sheets to help Mayors craft their own campaigns more easily, and to
help them organize their information about the elements within those campaigns in a way that is clear and
consistent.
Each Encounter Sheet contains simplified Character Sheets for three different enemies or enemy
types, as well as grids and tables in which one can draw, describe and plan out three different locations for
Encounters of various types.

THE ACTION TRACKS & READINESS TRACK
Finally, I’ve included Action Point Tracks that you can cut out and distribute amongst players to help
them keep track of their Action Points from moment-to-moment in combat, as well as a Readiness Track you
can cut out and put somewhere central on your gaming surface to help everyone keep track of the order in
which each character gets to act in combat scenarios. I recommend printing these tracks on thick, durable card
stock in order to help them keep their shape.
Use a marker of some kind on each Action Track to mark how many Action Points its character has at
the moment, moving it up and down as appropriate. I recommend using colourful but transparent glass beads
so that the marker stands out without obscuring the number beneath it. Use multiple markers on the Readiness
Track, each one representing a character’s position in the turn order. I recommend colour-coding each marker
to its character’s figurine or game piece to make it as quick and easy to read as possible. If all else fails,
pocket change and/or spare dice work just fine as well as markers on either of these tracks.
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FUTURE PLANS FOR L&W
This is a fully-functional version of the basic rules for Local & Weird, but it is still an early build and by
no means comprehensive. I’m designing the game and writing the rules all by myself, testing them
out and polishing them up with the help of friends, and I’m doing this while juggling a career and a few
other creative projects. That means that adding to L&W can go a bit slowly at times, but I do plan on
making numerous additions to these rules in order to make them easier to understand and more fun
to use, and I will add those updates to this document on this website as soon as they’re ready. The
additions I plan on making in the near future include the following:

• More specific rules for Mayors on how to craft encounters of various sorts
• More specific rules for Mayors on how to craft enemies and other non-player characters of
•
•

various sorts
More examples to help illustrate how various rules play out
More illustrations throughout

I have also begun work on the following extra materials:

• A series of bestiaries that will come together to form an ever-expanding campaign setting
compendium in several volumes. These instalments will each contain a mix of the following:
• specific enemy types of a wide variety
• rules for quickly creating generic enemies of various types
• details for strange realms, biomes and circumstances to explore
• pre-made characters
• pets to assist smaller parties
• single use power-ups
• special combat items
• And this material will always be designed so as to be easily customizable and
adaptable to the setting of your choice, both in terms of mechanics and in terms of lore.

• Several modules containing pre-made adventures of various length and for various levels. I
currently have two in development: a one-shot for new players and a longer campaign
consisting of interlocking adventures with an overarching narrative that will take player
characters from Level One to Level Six or so. I also have two other longer campaign modules
planned, each of them likely for somewhat higher-level characters.

• Expansions to the core rules, primarily in the form of new Schools of Fighting, likely
involving things like monster summoning, mutations, and energy weapons.
So yeah, I’ll keep you posted! Keep your eyes on the website!
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